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COMMENT NEWS 

Staff axed as Cokell rejigs MCA 
MCA Records has shed five marketing and promotions staff in the first restructuring since the arrival of Joe Cokell as general manager/market- ing two months ago. Four people — head of pro- motions Phil Smith, head of marketing David Bower, mar- keting assistant Melody How- ard and senior press officer John Roy — have been made .redundant over the past 10 daysT And senior radio promo- tion manager Miranda Leckie resigned last Tuesday. 

Cokell, who was formerly head of marketing at RCA, has recruited RCA staff Damian Christian and Mirelle Davis as head of promotions and senior product manager respectively plus independent promoter Sally Edwards to handle radio promotions. Cokell says the redundan- cies were caused by a need to "streamline" the company's marketing operation, "It was my decision. I think that's why 1 was brought into the com- pany to try and build a new 

Cokell: building new team team," he says. There will be no more redundancies, he adds. Increased authority will be transferred to product man- 

agers within the new struc- ture, says Cokell. Bower and Howard will not be replaced. Bower, who worked for MCA for six years, says of Cokell: "It was a case of two generals and one army. He was the new man and he has to make it 
ith, who joined the com- pany in 1982, says: "I'm very disappointed in the way I was let go but I'm philosophical about the fact that Joe Cokell is being allowed to create his 

INXS: multi-million pound deal 
PoSyGram scores 
second coop 
as INXS join U2 
PolyGram has sealed its sec- ond multi-million pound pub- lishing deal in a week, captur- ing the rights to INXS' songs for the band's next two albums plus most of their back cata- logue. The deal, which covers the world outside Australia and Japan, starts with the ninth INXS album Welcome To Wherever You Are, released on PolyGram's Mercury label 

The deal, announced on Monday, follows the £10m signing of U2 on June 15. David Hockman, chief execu- tive of PolyGram Interna- tional Music Publishing, says another two or three song- writers are also being pursued. The band were previously published in the UK by MCA under their own Tol Muziek banner. 

"Baffled' Lowde 

queries sacking 
Former MCPS company secre- tary Keith Lowde has asked for a "clarification" of his posi- tion after his sacking by chief 

Lowde says he is still baffled by the dismissal, which he claims has not been explained, "I still don't fully understand what has happened and i d the be ■d for a clarification. As company secretary, a board resolution is needed to dismiss me," he adds. "There is obviously more to this than meets the eye." Lowde says he was dismiss- ed by de Wit on June 16 and told to leave the premises. He says he does not known if he 

DeWit: calming fears 
was sacked or made redun- 

De Wit did not attend an MCPS board meeting held on Tuesday, and was absent at a council meeting of parent body the MPA on Thursday. The 

MPA/MCPS AGM takes place at the Hilton Hotel in London tomorrow (Tuesday). De Wit has meanwhile at- tempted to calm fears that Lowde's departure marks the beginning of a purge at the so- 
"This is something that hap- pens at companies from time to lime," he says. "It is totally isolated." In a statement re- leased to staff at the time, de Wit said the move came after "differences of opinion be- tween Keith and myself. DeWit rules out any sugges- tions that Lowde's departure is related to the MCPS/BPI tribu- nal which Lowde co-ordinated. 

Beeb drops mdie radio show 
An independent music show which broadcasts on 10 BBC local radio stations across the north of England is being axed from August 14. Groove Web, presented and produced by Jerry Hibbard, has been on air in various forms for seven years and is currently broadcast weekly on 

BBC stations in Manchester, Newcastle, Leeds, Humber- side, York, Merseyside, Cum- bria, Lancashire, Cleveland and Sheffield. Hibbard says, "It is very sad that they have decided to drop a programme which gives 90 minutes exposure for indie music and an airing for local 

talent." The show's sessions have recently attracted acts such as Cud and Swans. The move is the result of a reshuffle of the stations' shared Night Network slot, It comes just weeks after London-based indie station XFM said its first month of test broadcasting was an overwhelming success. 

MW Big Gig offers studio prize 
Music Week is offering a day's recording session at one of the UK's top studios as first prize in its competition to find the industry's best in-house staff 

The prize, worth almost £4,000, has been donated by Mayfair Studios, which is also providing the services of Grammy award winning pro- 

ducer John Hudson — who has worked with Tina Turner, Wet Wet Wet and Ultravox — and use of its brand new Neve mixing desk. The Big Gig takes place at The Marquee in London's West End on September 7. with all proceeds going to Nordoff-Robbins Music Ther- apy. The bands taking part 

will represent Music Week, A&M, Chrysalis, Warner Chappell, EMI Music Publish- ing, Dreamhire and PRS. The judging panel has yet to be an- nounced. Dreamhire will also record the gig with its mobile 24 track studio. Battery Studios is duplicating tapes of the con- cert, which will be sold for 

MW publisher Tony Evans says: "It is great to be able to offer such a terrific prize as well as the accolade of playing at the historic Marquee venue. The Big Gig already looks like becoming one of the mqjor in- dustry events of 1992," 

zy 

In the last year, retailers and record companies have been working hard to resolve their differences. To see some harmony over pricing is another step in the right direction. The current round of discounts on back catalogue, specialist and even brand new product demonstrates the willingness of the music business to adapt to a changing market place. And you only need to glance at the chart to see how many extra sales such reductions can generate. But if further record companies get involved, the implications could be less healthy. The more cut-price CDs fly off the racks, the more difficult it will be for the industry to justify its position in the face of fierce campaigning for lower CD prices. It's possible to imagine a two-tiered pricing system developing similar to the book market: "hard-back" full price releases possibly boasting special packaging or picture discs would be snapped up by fans, while those watching their pennies would hold on for the basic "paperback" discount copies. But unfortunately a more likely scenario would be increased pressure for price cuts across the 
It's unclear exactly what fate awaits Factory Records, but it seems likely its days of independence — in the technical sense of the word — are over. No doubt Tony Wilson will ensure his company retains its self-determination and aura of cred — just as other "psuedo" independents such as Food and Go! Discs have proved is possible. But its departure would still be a severe blow for an independent sector seeking to prove it can be successful without the majors' money. 
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OPINION 
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-  
After producing records for the last 20 years, I recently became a partner in an independent record store. To see the music business from the receiving end has been quite an education. I had wondered for years why it was that well-made records, well received by both A&R departments and media alike, were not reaching the ears and record collections of the punter. Surely bad marketing and lack of airplay couldn't be the whole story? My partner, who runs the store, is already developing strong relationships with customers, who look to him for news, help and guidance. He knows and cares about the product he is selling and is therefore positively promoting releases, especially those by 

Naturally for this positivity to work we need the product quickly and efficiently — sometimes in small quantities — immediately on release. But our efforts to establish accounts directly with the record companies have dragged on for months. Of the majors contacted, only one has proved helpful. Another has been downright obstructive, demanding £2,500 in advance and a guarantee that we will turn over £10,000 of their product a year. No new independent retailer can meet such ridiculously unreasonable 
The only alternative — the wholesalers — often do not have the required product available, deliver several days after release date and cannot provide display material. While I fully understand care is needed in setting up credit accounts with new, untried traders, I'm sure a little give and take wouldn't be too difficult. After all, just as the indie labels are best at nurturing new talent, indie retailers are best at selling it. Tony Plait is a partner in Milton Key nes' Off The Record store and a producer who has worked with Gary Moore. Bonham.ACIDC, Testament. Iron Maiden and Buddy Guy. 
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NEWS 

dadonna lawyer 

aSSays deal fears 
A presentation from top music business lawyer Alan Grubman proved one of the hits of last week's New Music Seminar in New York. Grubman, whose client list includes many of the biggest names in the US business, ne- gotiated Madonna's $35m fdm, music and book publish- ing deal with Time Warner, concluded in April. He advised young artists, "Never be concerned about the first contract you enter into with a record company." Often it is more important to gain a deal in the first place rather than to worry about re- strictive clauses since nothing is beyond negotiation if an art- ist is subsequently successful, said Grubman. 

NMS executive director Mark Josephson says the Grubman presentation 
that the seminar is geared too 

"We had three high-level lectures this year which were successful and next year we will have more," he says. • Alan Grubman is to speak at the UK's biggest music business convention, In The City, due to take place in Man- chester in September. He is one of a number of top speakers to fly in from the US, says organiser Yvette Livesey, who promises more details on the In The City panels next week. BPI and PolyGram UK chairman Maurice Oberstein is set to be keynote speaker at the event which takes place from September 12-16. 

Broadcasters back 

spire concert disc 
The Salisbury Cathedral res- toration appeal expects to raise £130,000 from the re- lease this month of a recording of last September's Symphony For The Spire charity concert, writes Phil Sommerich. The performance, held in the cathedral, brought to- gether international artists in- cluding Placido Domingo, Jessye Norman, Phil Collins, Kenneth Branagh and 

Charlton Heston. The two-CD album, released by Koch International, will be heavily plugged in Mike Mansfield's introduction to an ITV broadcast of the 90-min- ute concert on July 26. "We have been indulged by the broadcaster because rev- enue from the album is going to the spire fund," says concert organiser Nick Hopewell- Smith. 

The charity approached a number of record companies, including majors, before decid- ing to license the concert rights to Koch. Radio Two has promised to take "an active role" in pro- moting the album by broad- casting excerpts and related interviews, says Hopewell- Smith. He adds the appeal is now close to its stage one tar- get of £6.5m. 

il in island fling 
Radio One is interrupting its weekday schedule for the first lime for the live broadcast of Wet Wet Wet's free concert on the Isle Of Arran on July 13. The Phonogram-signed band are staging the event after agreeing to attend a Radio One roadshow on the Scottish island. Producer John Leonard says the group want- ed to follow the roadshow with a full concert, alter playing a gig in Manchester the previ- ous night. Forming part of the band's 15-date Lip Service tour, the show is expected to attract a 

NMS says 
slump hit 
UK turnout 
UK attendance at the New Music Seminar was 421, down 8.6% on last year's record total of 461 delegates. But the seminar's UK repre- sentative, Ceri Berry, main- tains that the event was a suc- cess. "We had a higher calibre of delegate than in previous years, and representation from publishers in particular was PBerry attributes the decline to the recession. "People like to knock the seminar, but many who did not come simply couldn't afford it," she says. UK bands were well repre- sented in the New Music Nights live programme. Acts performing included My Bloody Valentine, the Level- lers and Ride. Overall attendance figures were 12% down on last year's 8,000 total. A 7,500 target was set after last year's total led to complaints of overcrowding. Executive director Mark Josephson said, "To have a fall of only 12% in a recession is very good." This year's NMS took place in June rather than July — to avoid the Democratic Conven- tion — and ran from Wednes- day to Sunday. The organisers concede the experiment was only half suc- cessful. The June timing is ex- pected to be repeated, but next year's NMS will probably run from Sunday to Wednesday as previously, at a location fur- ther uptown. 

Brambles: honoured 

broadcast audience of 9.5m listeners. Radio One is putting on extra ferries for fans as Arran has a summer population of only 15,000; Radio One roadshows alone can attract up to 30,000 people. Before the concert, DJ Jakki Brambles, who grew up on Arran and convinced Radio One to take its roadshow there, is being appointed as honorary president of the Mu- sic In Scotland Trust (MIST), the charity launched in 1989 to develop the music industry in Scotland. 

EiSeo eyes new 
title Sauoclies 
Mark Ellen is to return to de- veloping new magazines for publisher Emap Metro follow- ing his replacement by Andrew Harrison as editor of Select. Ellen, the former Q editor, has edited Select since Emap acquired it from United Con- sumer Magazines in April 1991. He will remain manag- ing editor. Harrison, 25, worked on the rock monthly under its previ- ous owner, leaving briefly last year to join Maxwell Con- sumer Publishing's short-lived 

Ellen says he will reform Emap Metro's special projects division with art editor Jona- than Sellers. "We have got a lot of ideas, but no one has had a chance to develop them," he says. "MXpress, the fortnightly rock paper launched in May by Aceville Publishing, has clos- ed after two issues. 
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R3 faceDift boosts labels 
Classical labels look set to re- ceive new opportunities to pro- mote material on Radio Three under sweeping changes to the station due to be announced today (Ju Somm rich. The overhaul is expected to follow the strategy outlined by Radio Three controller Nicho- las Kenyon following his ap- pointment in March, In particular the changes aim to increase the station's 

audience in the 15 to 25 age group. Interviews with musi- cians about forthcoming con- certs and record releases will give programmes in the 8- 10am and 4-6pm timeslots more of a "live" feel. There is also likely to be an expanded Saturday morning role for Record Review, the 
gramme, with broader cover- age of new releases. The controversial axeing of 

the Music Weekly programme is understood to reflect a BBC view that the content has be- 
Kenyon refuses on specific changes, but he denies that the overhaul is in response to the launch of na- tional independent radio sta- tion Classic FM in the au- tumn. Classic FM is targeting the 25 to 55 age group with a diet of familiar classical mu- 

"It can't possibly be a head- to-head fight because of the imbalance of resources." Kenyon, a former journalist and music critic, is expected to appeal to the record industry to support the BBC Music Ma&ictne's cover-mounted CD by allowing the inclusion of whole works from new re- 

DeSays strike 
Virgin's new 
release plans 
Virgin Records is delaying 
tumn releases in a bid to streamline its schedule follow- ing the merger with Circa Rec- ords last month. The biggest delay has been to Chapter & The Verse's sec- ond album Renewed Testa- ment, which has been put back from July 27 to early Septem- ber following the appointment of Mick Clark to A&R the 

Deputy MD Ray Cooper says the delay is strategic and has not been directly forced by the reorganisation. Launch releases for Efua and Gary Clark have also been delayed "for strategic rea- sons". Other hold ups have been forced by technical hitch- es, Cooper adds. Neneh Cherry's album has been put back from September to October because of late de- livery, as has the Jellyfish fol- low-up. Maxi Priest material is being mixed in New York and Loose Ends' album has been delayed because of manu- facturing problems. The Peter Gabriel album, Us, is however due on September 21 as ex- pected. 

iig tours trigger 

cut-price offers 
A round of back catalogue price cuts prompted by high profile tours is set to drive sales through the traditionally slack summer period. The follow force AIM met with its cut-price U2 offers, which put seven of the group's albums in the Top 75 simulta- neously. AIM estimates that it shipped more than 90,000 units of U2 catalogue during the promotion. Now Fiction/Polydor is drop- ping most of The Cure's cata- logue to mid-price for the first time. And further reductions are scheduled to tie in with shows by artists including Bryan Adams, Bruce Spring- steen, Neil Diamond and Michael Jackson. Retailers have warmed to the trend. Bard chairman Brian McLaughlin says, "Sup- pliers are working with retail- ers to stimulate sales. It is very welcome." Fiction label manager Nick 

McLaughlin: welcomes deals 
Myers estimates the company ha? shipped more than 50,000 Cure albums at a dealer price of £5.05 for CDs and £2.97 for LPs and cassettes. The offer closed last Friday, "A lot of new fans are coming to the act and we felt it was the right time to encour- age catalogue sales," he says. Meanwhile, A&M Records last week started selling in Bryan Adams' six back cata- logue albums at a discount. A&M marketing director Jason Guy says, "When people tour you want to exploit the whole catalogue. Usually the 

gigs cover the whole of an art- ist's career so it's madness not to go out and promote." But Tony McGuinness, mar- keting director at WEA, says he is reluctant to drop prices for old Prince material during the tour. "That is not the only 
tions and competitions," he 
© Island Records' world mu- sic label Mango is promoting nine of its leading titles with a cut-price campaign. The Top Of The World cam- paign is offering nine CDs at under £10 (dealer price £5.95). It runs for three months begin- ning July 1, coinciding with the WOMAD festival next month. Mango head of marketing Alex Sartore says world music is particularly price sensitive. The success of Salif Keita has proved world music can make healthy sales, adds label managing director Jumbo 

Import/export company Greyhound Records has sacked three of its staff amid allegations of theft of CDs for bulk sale to record shops. 
High Street retailer Budgens is considering selling records and videos in more of its 97 stores following the successful trial of music departments in 25 shops over the past month. 
Steve Levy has been appointed A&R manager of the Compulsion label. A former member of China Crisis, he joins from Arista where he was A&R manager. 
Sony has finally completed its licensing deal with the Steve "Silk" Hurley-headed ID Records. The first releases for ID, through Sony, will be by Maurice Joshua and Body To Body. 
Hue & Cry have set up their own label Fidelity Records for their first single and album since leaving Circa Records at the end of last year. An album, Truth & Love, is released on July 20, distributed through Total. 
Twentieth Century Fox and BMG are to launch Fox Records, as an outlet for Fox film and TV soundtracks and programming to be marketed and distributed by BMG. 
Virgin Retail has launched a mid-price CD promotion offering 350 titles at £6.99 and an additional £10 CD voucher book with every three stickered CDs purchased. 
Chiltern Radio has reported a reduced pre-tax loss of £179,000 for the six months to March 31, on turnover of £2,547,000. 
The international classical awards ceremony backed by Bob Geldof and Kenwood has been postponed from September to January to allow the BBC to give more publicity to the event. 

MAX BUSINESS. MIN ORDER 
TBD's minimum order value now only £50 for the whole of the Summer.' 

At TBD we have always believed in providing the maximum level of service tc want to help you to maximise your product range at the minimum of risk. So, for a limited period you'll find our minimum order value is down by £25, leaving you free to order smaller amounts of stock as and when you need them, making full use of our proven following day delivery service. ■ Offer runs onlil 31 s) August 1992, 

• TERRY BLOOD DISTR/BUTION • 

\ 24 r;. y 40 a y uks i; ► NEW s ► THE NO.l DISTRIBUTOR IN HOME ENTERTAINMENT. is; (0782) 56651 1 40 lines, Administration; (0782) 566566, Fox; (0782) 565400, Telex: 367106 BLOOD G. 
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LETTERS 

New PRS levy to 

redress balance 
If and when PRS brings into effect an annual membership fee, it will not be in addition to "costs recovered off the top" — as referred to by BASCA chairman Guy Fletcher (MW, Opinion, June 27). Any annual fee, even a fair- ly low one such as that being considered by PRS, will serve only to redistribute the exist- ing administration costs be- 

As Guy rightly said, the cur- rent system of apportioning administration costs, in effect as a percentage of each mem- ber's earnings, means that the greater the amount earned by a member the greater will be their contribution towards the running of the society. It should, however, be remem- bered that it costs much the same to distribute a small sum as to distribute a large one. And the PRS Council believes that a balance must be struck 

servicing low-earning mem- bers and those incurred by members who rely on their PRS income for a living. Guy Fletcher correctly quotes the level of administra- tion cost against overall PRS income as given in our newly published yearbook; in the same yearbook he would have found a wealth of information which explains how these costs are incurred — and why his description of them as 

PRS is constantly looking at ways of reducing its income-to- administration cost ratio. In suggesting relocation and in- vestment in information tech- nology as cost cutting measures, Guy is several years behind what is actually hap- pening at PRS. The regionalisation pro- gramme is well on its way; we expect to open our fourth re- gional office, in York at the end of this year. Where IT is concerned, the society has taken a huge step forward by developing PROMS — Performing Right On-line Membership Services — which is now moving towards its first phase of implementation and which will lead to very large savings in PRS running costs. Terri Anderson controller, Public Affairs Performing Right Society 29/33 Berners Streets London W1P 

Lionel bites back 
I read with amusement the let- ter from Simon Goffe (MW, June 27) with its reference to "the tired old sounds of Lionel Richie and his generation". Does he not realise that old Lionel has been in the number one spot for the past four weeks? Some rejection. A quick perusal of last week's GIN albums chart throws some interesting light on the "tired old generation" (see table). Finally, congratulations to SUAD whose album charted last week at 38, a towering three places higher than the new Joseph Locke album. There are, Simon, none so blind ...   

3 Or Hook 4 Joe Cocker 5 Simply Red 6 Beatles 

:e. Guinni 
JL Hamill Disc-count Music 9 Market Street Portadown Co Armagh NX 

BMG/RCA tops style league 

27). Owing to the miniscule size of the photograph, it is under- standable that one could mis- takenly identify said garment as a 'top'. It is in fact a 'jacket'. Vicky Blood head of marketing BMG/RCA Bedford House 79 Fulham High Street London SW6 That 'jacket', again 

Making Music is Britain's most popular musicians' magazine. 
Its current UK circulation is 56,858 - not far short of Melody Maker's. 
Making Music readers are young, gigging musicians, who spend 
a fortune on albums, CDs and tapes. 
And you can't reach them through any other magazine. 

Did you ever know a musician with a small record collection? 
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MARKET PREVIEW 

Albums 
confirms my belief that the UK leads the world in the compilation field, providing better value for money and higher quality product than any other country, and few labels take more care than Music Club International, whose latest batch of 14 releases brings its catalogue up to 68 titles. Released on both cassette and CD at the bottom end of the mid-price range, the latest batch is typically catholic and also features reissues for the first time on CD of the first three albums by Sky. With value and qualify like this, it's no surprise that Music Collection International is growing rapidly. Coming right up to date, the Soundtrack album from 

Mo' Money is a superb collection of new material, mostly written and produced by the principals along with Jimmy Jam and Terry Lewis. The first single, The Best Things In Life Are Free, by Luther Vandross and Janet Jackson, is one of several superior jacks wing tracks, which are well balanced by some smooth and creamy ballads. They have deserved many more, but Prefab Sprout's only Top 20 hit remains 1988's The King Of Rock 'N' Roll. No matter, they have turned out a highly entertaining and engaging series of records, some of which are revisited on A Life Of Surprises — The Best Of Prefab Sprout. Outstanding lyrics, great musicianship, and a wholly admirable salute to the group's first decade of recording. Here's to the second. 

The B-52's: Good Stuff (Reprise). Reliably wacky left-fielders turn in another solid set of hallmark songs of which the most appealing, and least typical, is Revolution Earth. Their customary lyrical flair is well to the fore, and the whole affair is pleasingly tongue in cheek. 
Singles 
Andrew Lloyd Webber has written a few worldbeaters in his time, and there's no doubt that his Olympic Games theme Amigos Para Siempre — sung by Jose Carreras and Sarah Brightman — will benefit greatly from the saturation coverage it is bound to receive. By his standards it is a poor, rather stylised and ultimately messy piece, however, with Carre Brightman best when 

Was (Nol Was); inspired 
alternating rather than duetting. After registering the second biggest hit of his career with Close But No Cigar, Thomas Dolby impresses yet again on I Love You Goodbye, a strange, eclectic piece with folksy violins, doodling synths and much more. Probably not as big a hit as Close But No Cigar, but a quality single, and one that will, more importantly, 

upcoming album. The prodigious Prince is back with Sexy M.F. It's a very sparse, basic groove not dissimilar to those churned out by James Brown in the Sixties, with lyrics that are alternately facile and controversial, the latter of which will keep airplay to a minimum. His fan base is such that it should, however, make significant inroads into the chart. 
WAS NOT WAS: Shake Your Head (Fontana). Inspired teaming as Kim Basinger and Ozzy Osbourne provide the perfect foils for each other on this fun dance track off the Was' new retrospective album. Steve Hurley's mix has already turned the track into a dancefloor smash, and its commercial potential is enormous. Alan Jones 

After unfairly missing out on UK Top 40 with their "orig- inal" cover version of Please Don't Go, the Italian outfit Double You are now fighting back with a great new single We All Need Love (XYZ 6798). It has a very similar organ- driven poppy disco sound and should give them the success they deserve. Also heading straight for the charts is The Shamen's long-awaited new single, the intelligent acidic techno of LSI (One Little In- 
Mark Moore's consistently impressive Splish label will sadly be a victim of the Outer Rhythm closure. Its swan song is Free by Wolfman (SPLISH6), a wonderfully noisy and brash collision of tribal drums, church organs, heavy guitars and acidic key- boards that has all been held together with a helping hand from Steve Travell from Bump. The latter outfit have also done some great NY-style remixes of Sue Chaloner's gorgeous uplifting Answer My Prayer, which was ahead of its time when first released, but is now being given a timely re- issue by Pulse 8 (12 LOSE 27). Carl Cox follows up his I Want You (Forever) hit with the similarly tough but com- mercial hardcore sound of Does It Feel Good To You (Perfecto 74321 10287 1). Perfecto is also releasing Ex- press Yourself by Jimi Polo, which in its Slow Motion mix- es is a lush jazzy summer groove that exudes class, while in its Underground mixes it is transformed into an extremely deep and dubby workout, The Grid return to the fray with Figure Of Eight (Virgin), a brilliant combination of the underground house sounds of NY and London. 

Limerick: getting it right 
ALISON LIMERICK: Gettin' It Right (Arista). This Steve Anderson produced track is one of the most catchy on Limerick's debut LP, And Still I Rise. For its single re- lease it has been toughened up by Frankie Foncett and The Masters At Work, both in equally fine style. Andy Beevers 

The British indies of the Seventies were Stiff and Chis- wick. Both are well served by historical sets commemorating their glory (and not so glori- ous) days with Stiff Records (ST1F BOX 1), a four CD set from Demon, and The Chis- wick Story (CDWIK 100) a double CD from Ace. Just like the labels they celebrate the two sets couldn't be more different. Even the sleevenotes are written from different perspectives: the Stiff outing includes a wonderfully impressionistic account of the wayward label while the Chis- wick set has a chronology and discogography. Stiff was a heady mixture of enthusiasm and adman's hype held together by a belief that the future can't be as bad as the past. Chiswick was always backward looking, hoping for a R'n'R revival. 

Inevitably Stiff got both the better acts (Elvis Costello, Madness, The Pogues and Ian Dury, for example) and the worst ones (The Belle Stars), had the odder hits (Jona Lewie's Stop The Cavalry), but by the end it was a mockery of its former self. There was no such collapse at Chiswick where the move from record stall to shop to rec- ord company to reissues specialist seems (from the out- side at least) effortless. The acts that made it to Chiswick were less exciting, featured early recordings by future stars (Strummer, Kerr, Bragg and so forth) rather than ma- ture achievement. The Stiff story then contains the better music, but by the same token the Chiswick re- cordings are the more reveal- ing about their times, about the moments when punk met revivalism and the indie scene sprouted beyond belief. 
VARIOUS; Stiff Records. Spector made the producer the star at the expense of the art- ist. Stiff made the record com- pany the star. This box will sell and sell.PPPP hil Hardy 

Lesley Garrett returns to the recording studio at the end of July to make her second re- cital disc for Silva Screen in the wake of the spectacular chart success of her first, Diva! A Soprano At The Movies, on both sides of the Atlantic since its launch in October. Like the first album, which has sold more than 15,000 units, the second will mine popular op- 
Collins is hoping to emulate Virgin's strong sales of com- poser John Tavener's The Protecting Veil by recording his new work for chorus and 

orchestra, Mary Of Egypt, just premiered at Aldeburgh, for release next spring. Naxos, distributed by Select, 
budget catalogue and give eight to the UK market. It en- ters the early choral music sec- tor, popularised by the Tallis Scholars, with a disc of two Palestrina Masses from the Oxford Camerata directed by Jeremy Summerly. The movie Tous les Matins du Monde created enormous enthusiasm for Baroque music in France, and for its UK re- lease on July 3 Koch is repromoting the Auvidis soundtrack disc, featuring Jordi Savall directing the period-instrument orchestra Le Concert des Nations. Koch has also installed a new special phone line for dealer orders, 081-749 5949. 
PUCCINI: Tosca. Philhar- monia Orchestra/Guiseppe Sinopoli. Deutsche Gram- mophon. Predictably fine as are Placido Domingo and Mirella Freni in the principal roles, the real stars of this two- disc box are Samuel Ramey's suavely sinister police chief Scapria, Sinopoli's spacious yet dramatic conducting and the spectacular recorded sound qualify. Phil Sommerich 

Roy Hargrove's latest offer- ing on the Novus label — The Vibe — provides positive proof that among the young horn players he is the most gifted and the most consistently cre- ative and exciting. This is probably his most satisfying set to date. Gregory Hutchinson, a major find among young drummers, is likewise a joy to hear throughout Lush Life; 

The Music Of Billy Strayhorn — tenorist Joe Henderson's thoroughly recommendable tribute to the late, great com- poser-arranger. As the title suggests, The Waiting Game is over for Claire Martin, on her wel- come recording debut, cour- tesy of Linn Records. Martin continues to demonstrate that this country can produce jazz vocalists of real ability. This beautifully-recorded collection shows both her impressive ver- satility and a maturity in in- terpretation which one usually associates with vocalists twice her age. Re-Birth Of The Cool (GRP) turns out to be an affectionate and eminently successful re- minder of Miles Davis' classic studio band. Leader Gerry Mulligan, together with pia- nist John Lewis, and tubaist Bill Barber, all of whom play- ed in the original Capitol re- cordings, are present for this 1992 revisit. With baritonist-composer- arranger Mulligan fronting a similar combo at this month's JVC/Capital Radio Jazz Par- ade, there will be no little over-the-counter interest in this wholly successful project. 

COLEMAN HAWKINS: The Complete Recordings 1929- 1941 (Affinity). The title just about says it all. A comprehen- sive set (six CDs, 142 tracks, including numerous alterna- tive takes) that documents the recording career of the man who invented jazz tenor-sax — except for his many dates as a member of the Fletcher Hen- derson Orchestra. Compiled and remastered with loving care by Charly's Joop Visser and Francis Hood, this is al- ready a contender for a "best of 1992" award. Stan Britt 
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Chas De Whalley reports on the lead up to this week's showdown between PPL and 
the AIRC over how much independent radio must pay for music 
When plugger Howard Marks dressed up as Tarzan last month to get a record on the radio, he probably wasn't motivated by the thought of broadcast royalties. More likely to have been uppermost in his mind were playlists, chart positions or simply increased record sales for the band he was promoting. But while pluggers may work on the assumption that radio play is important because it sells records, at boardroom level it plays an even more fundamental role. Last year, royalty revenue from airplay on both TV and radio earned UK record companies an estimated f 17.5m. Phonographic Performance Ltd (PPL), the industry organisation set up in 1934 to exercise copyrights in records and grant the due broadcasting licences, claims that accounted for more than 50% of record company profits in the same period. It would be an exaggeration to say that record companies would go under without their PPL cheques. But, according to PWL managing director David Howells, not much of one. "Some would begin to hurt. And a lot more would have to cut back on their investment in new talent, Which might well have the same effect in the 

long run," he says. The record industry has always fought hard to protect such income. And, as BPI chairman Maurice Oberstein has pointed out, with sales tempered by the recession, now is the time to make existing properties sweat a bit more. Hence the record industry's determination to get more money out of the Association of Independent Radio Companies (AIRC), and its willingness to face another tribunal battle so soon after last year's public confrontation between MCPS and the BPI. In 1991, the 76 commercial radio stations represented by the AIRC paid PPL £5.5m in a steady trickle of the 74 pences it costs an average ILR station to play a three-minute single. In the industry's view, it's time the AIRC paid a lot more. The broadcasting framework has changed beyond recognition since the pre-1973 days of the BBC monopoly, when radio was merely a means of mass exposure for record company products. Then, its PPL payments reflected both the BBC's non profit-making public service remit and airplay restricted to nine hours by MU-demanded "needletime" quotas. 

Needletime was scrapped in 1988 and a plethora of ILR stations quickly took advantage of deregulation by broadcasting records for 14 or 15 hours a day. When stations like Capital in London and Clyde in Glasgow began reporting profit increases of between 75% and 100% in the late Eighties, PPL was spurred to action. In PPL's view, radio stations were benefiting disproportionately from record company output. Chairman John Brooks said, "We provide the very building bricks of the stations' programmes. They should pay a fair rate for them. As things stand, they pay on average 5% of their net advertising revenue for some 70% of their programme content. This is plainly not enough," The new PPL proposals were drawn up following a detailed study by seasoned media economists Boyfield, Morse and Letwin. It suggested a sliding scale of licence fees based on size of stations and usage of records which would average out at around 7% of net advertising revenue, but could demand as much as 15% or even 20% of "relevant revenue" from the most successful 24-hour music stations. Had these changes already 

been in place, PPL estimates last year's receipts from AIRC stations would have been in the region of £8.8m, an increase of £3.3m, AIRC regards the new proposals as preposterous. Its members look back to the recent BPI/MCPS Tribunal and claim there are elements of puzzling double-think: legal arguments previously advanced by record companies to justify paying publishers less for the use of their copyrights are this time being rejigged, they say, in defence of PPL charging radio stat ions more for the right to broadcast recorded versions of the same material. Commercially, too, AIRC considers the proposals a nonsense. "We can show that 90% of advertising revenue is earned in the peak nine-hour period. It's unrealistic to talk of doubling rates to pay for an extra five or six hours which attract little or no extra advertising," says director Brian West. And then AIRC points to the rest of the world, where radio operators pay miniscule percentages of station profits — and in the case of North America nothing whatsoever — for the right to broadcast records. But, of course, it is forgetting an important >. 
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FEATURE 

WHAT PRICE MUSIC ON RADIO: HOW OLD AND NEW RATES COMPARE 
I OLD RATE I 

Each cammarcial station is charged annually, 4°, first £1.7m of Net Advertising Revenue (NARI. a NAR in excess of EUm. The £I.7ni watershed annually in line with the Retail Price Index. 

Average station pays: 4.6% of NAR 
ANNUAL PPL INCOME: £5.6m* 
Source: PPL. 'Based on last F/Y figures 

I PPL PROPOSED RATE"! 
PPL proposes a more complex sliding scale of charges, dependent on the station's advertising revenue and the amount of PPL repertoire used in programming. Net Adver- tising Revenue (NAR) is replaced by Relevant Revenue which additionally includes sponsorship revenue and earn- ings from IRN's Newslink scheme. The two NAR payment bands are to be replaced by five bands, ranging from 5.5% of relevant revenue up to £1,661,663 and 20% of relevant revenue over £13,293,304. A new Repertoire Percentage will enable discounts of up to 95% to be claimed. Average station pays: 6.6% of Relevant Revenue 
£8.8m* (a 57% rise) 

fAiRC PROPOSED RATh I 
AIRC is proposing a flat, fixed tariff of 3.5% of Net Advertis- ing Revenue (NAR), regardless of record use and revenue levels, Talk stations will pay 0,25% of NAR. 

Average station pays: 3.5% of NAR 
£3.9m* (a 30% fall) 

► fact: ii leUK ■e money is spent i m A&R and developing new talent than anywhere else. BPI rights committee chairman Jonathan Stemherg has an even more forthright justification: "The UK has the longest established and best developed system for protection of recording copyrights, and long may that live," he says. Capital Radio is believed to have contributed over £500,000 to the AIRC fighting fund — unsurprisingly as it probably stands to lose the most as the country's largest independent station.' MD Richard Eyre points out that some radio stations will struggle to meet PPL's increased bills. "There's a recession on. At Capital we're lucky, but the majority of stations are not only looking at shrinking advertising revenue but are faced with extra transmission costs in the wake of deregulation," he says. "They simply don't have a spare £100,000 to spend on anything, let alone programming. If these proposals are accepted there will be casualities." John Brooks counters that it is not in the record industry's interest to see radio stations going out of business. And he firmly refutes any suggestion that PPL is putting a "squeeze" on the AIRC." All we are trying to do is produce a tariff that is fair to everybody operating in what, since January 1 1991, is essentially a new industry with new rules," he says. "But the fact is that there must be a value to records otherwise they'd be broadcasting something else." AIRC accepts this basic premise. And would appear to have softened its approach from the hardline days of 1987. Then, Brian West told the Radio Academy that the AIRC's aim was to break the PPL monopoly by removing UK copyright protection from records first fixed (that is originally recorded from performance) in countries such as the US which do not give broadcast copyright protection to UK-produced records. The AIRC reply to the PPL proposals was to suggest a flat fee, fixed tariff of 3.5% of NAR for every member station. This is even lower than the old nine-hour rate, but the AIRC justifies itself by referring to a strong balancing factor: record companies need the radio stations to help them sell their products. All hopes that the situation would develop into anything other than a Mexican stand-off were swept away when Phonogram managing director David Clipsham openly refuted this 

last — and much cherished — broadcasters' argument in a keynote speech to Radio Academy delegates in March. Clipsham did not mince words. "We value your programmes because of the revenue they provide us — not because of the product sales which might, perhaps, arguably, accrue," he 
Only days before the Tribunal was due to convene, PPL's head of legal affairs and company secretary Trevor Faure further rubbished the concept of "notional benefit". "Over the past 12 to 14 years the AIRC has repeatedly exhumed the argument that it's record companies who benefit the most from airplay but no tribunal or adjudicatory body has ever decided in their favour. They have no argument in law," he said. And, although he personally believes that the record and radio industries are mutually beneficial, PWL's David Howells still sounds a warning. Rather than stimulate sales overall, he says, too much pop on the radio usually signals a significant downturn. He points to the US where, despite a vast radio industry, the percentage of the population buying 

records is shrinking. "And years ago it wasn't at all unusual for a number one in Italy to sell a million units. Now they've got a phenomenal number of radio stations playing British and American records all day and you're lucky to sell 20,000," he says. "Significantly the best sellers are Italian records which get hardly any airplay at all. Given that sort of situation here, it's fair to say that PPL will pay an increasingly important role in record companies' existence." In fact, many of the key players in this dispute are looking even further down the line, to the day when music can be beamed directly into the home and record sales no longer exist;. Capital's Richard Eyre sees it as the record companies' secret agenda. "The music business will become totally rights orientated," he says. "What the record companies want to do is crank up the value of those rights now to create a benchmark for future negotiations." But for the record companies, it is a simple fact of life. "We are increasingly in the copyright business," says Phonogram's David Clipsham. "It's a long way off but I 
COUNTDOWN TO COPYRIGHT TRIBUNAL 

1986 PPL charges for nine hours' record use per day fixed by Performing Rights Tribunal. 1987 — January: AIRC director Brian West says, "Commercial radio has had a rough deal over the use of gramophone records right from the start of the industry" ... November: West says his organisation's main objectives are to break the PPL monopoly and abolish needletime limits. 1988 — March: Government refers PPL's collective licensing practices to Monopolies and Mergers Commission.,. June: AIRC's James Gordon says, "If PPL came to us asking for 20% they would be laughed out of court"... November: PPL agrees one-year deal with AIRC for unrestricted needletime, the first occasion the two parlies have reached a negotiated settlement... December: Monopolies and Mergers Commission gives its approval to PPL operations. Its report recommends that needletime restrictions by removed and insists there is "equitable remuneration" for stations' use of PPL repertoire, 1989 — February; AIRC calls on Government to ensure needletime restrictions are not reimposed... November: AIRC says the new licence PPL is imposing on incremental stations "ought to carry a health warning" ... December: DTI-commissioned report rejects AIRC claim to abolish copyright protection for foreign sound recordings. 1990 — January: AIRC lobbies Government on first fixation. 1991 — January: Deregulation of commercial radio under Broadcasting Act 1990 ... xpiry of PPL experimental licences ,,. April; PPL sets new rates for playing rAt0(;ds on commercial radio. Capital Radio's Richard Park claims they will "strangle fnerlmio industry" ... Broadcasters make application to Copyright Tribunal... September: PPL stakes its claim to the Copyright Tribunal for higher royalties. "Unlimited airplay of records is immensely valuable to broadcasters and should be properly paid for," says John Brooks. 1992 — February: Tribunal considers BBC evidence,.. March: Tribunal examines PPL evidence,.. April: Tribunal looks at AIRC evidence in reply to PPL... June: Tribunal considers preliminary submissions on backdating and cost issues ... Last-ditch attempt to reach agreement .., June 29: Tribunal hearing set to begin. 

can see the day when record companies will effectively cease to be manufacturers of pieces of plastic." PPL chairman John Brooks goes further by suggesting that as broadcasting technology improves radio will become a direct competitor with the record industry. "If we were to continue with low royalty rates into a time when it was possible to deliver an absolutely perfect copy over the air — which the public would have a right to copy for their own consumption — where would the record companies be?" he asks. The signs are that the result of the tribunal will only go part of the way towards establishing the framework for such a music market. Although it is an intervenor in the tribunal — a bona fide observer with a recognised interest in the results — the BBC was able to strike a deal with PPL in 1990, which allowed it substantially greater use of records right across the network from Radio One to Radio Five at no increase in the existing scheme of charges whereby the corporation pays PPL in the region of £40 to play a single. Privately, BBC head of copyright Tom Rivers is not expecting a result which will in any way tempt PPL into revising that arrangement. The smart money rides on a workable compromise much similar to the outcome of the BPI/MCPS dispute. Either way, when, as is expected, the tribunal makes its final ruling in November — and puts new cash values on three minutes of independent airtime — it will also present the radio and record industries with a legal bill which is likely to run into millions. Tom Rivers is bemused by it all. He cannot understand why the two parties have been unable to come to an equitable agreement. "If I were sitting in either the PPL or AIRC offices I'd be looking for ways to settle it without all the time and trouble. The intelligent man from Mars would surely think the same," he 
Rivers is right to look to the heavens for the answer. For AIRC, the money which is being spent on the dispute may seem like a shocking waste. For a music business seeking to protect a future which may owe more to satellites in space than records, it may well turn out to be money well spent. HI 
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CHART FOCUS 
Erasure's Abba-esque EP makes it four weeks in a row at the top of the singles chart, but Mariah Carey's recording of I'll Be There accelerates from number 11 to number two, simultaneously transcending her own previous chart peak (number nine for Vision Of Love) and that of I'll Be There (number four for the Jackson Five in 1970). Carey's leap means that as many records in the Top 10 are remakes of former hits as are original recordings. The best performance of any original song in the chart at present is that of Richard Marx's Hazard, which holds at number three on its ninth week in the chart. Marx's US chart career got off to a flying start with seven consecutive top five hits, but of his eight chart entries here prior to Hazard, only Right Here Waiting was a hit. That peaked at number two in 1989; none of the others climbed any higher than 38. It's worth noting that Marx was one of 

five acts released from contract by EMI a little over a year ago, after a dispute between the company and his management, at which time EMI president Sal Licata said, "The reasons behind my decision (are) based on business logic." After the intervention of ceo Joe Smith, however, Marx moved to sister label Capitol, clearing the way for Hazard, and for its parent album Rush Street, which has become his biggest success yet in the UK, climbing to number seven three weeks ago. It is currently ranked ninth. Of the 23 new entries to the 

CHART NEWCOMERS 

Parlophone. On loan to Parlophone after a couple of hits for Factory, Electronic — Johnny Man- and Bernard Sumner — instantly register their biggest hit with this newly recorded track, which will feature in Kim Basinger's upcoming movie Cool World. Sumner and Marr wrote the song with Pet Shop Boys' Neil Tennant, who guests as vocalist. Electronic continues to be very much a hobby for its principals, who are still keeping their "day jobs" — Sumner is currently working on New Order's upcoming album, Marr is helping K-Klass after completing his work on the new The The album. 
f^TI SOPHIE B. LfH HAWKINS: Damn, I Wish I Was Your Lover. Columbia. 25-year-old Sophie Ballantine Hawkins vras-born ancfraiSSB --hrManhattan. Taken from her forthcoming album Tongues 

And Tails, this, her debut single, has already reached the top five in the US. Her music is difficult to classify, as befits one who lists her influences as Bowie, Beethoven and Coltrane, and has mastered the art of playing traditional African and Brazilian instruments. Easily the highest placed chart debutant this week, Sophie performed Damn on Top Of The Pops a fortnight ago. 
r^T] SINITTA: Shame I I Shame Shame. Arista. Izabella's continental smash made it into the record shops 

singles chart, the highest, somewhat predictably, is Electronic's Disappointed at number six. And Snap bounce back from Colour Of Love, which peaked at a lowly number 54, to bring to an end their opening run of five straight Top 10 hits, to debut at 13 with their club hit Rhythm Is A Dancer. While remakes are the dominant force in the singles chart, compilations are increasingly ruling the albums chart. The only album of new material among this week's six biggest sellers is Elton John's The One, which holds at number two behind Lionel Richie's Back To Front. Neil Diamond's The Greatest Hits 1966-1992 completes the top three, becoming his highest charting album since The Jazz Singer in 1980. Finally, we bid farewell, to Cher's triple platinum Love Hurts album, which at least temporarily, checks out of the chart after 51 
Alan Jones 

first, but it's Sinitta's remake of the Shirley & Co hit that charts here. It's the perky US- born singer's 11th hit, the remainder being for the Fanfare label. She is currently working on her new album, which will be released next year. Aiming for "the perfect pop album" her collaborators will include lanLevine. who also produced the upcoming 

r^TI CELINE DION: If You L2UJ Asked Me To. Epic. French-Canadian Celine first came to notice here four years ago, when she won the Eurovision Song Contest for Switzerland. Since then, the star, who previously recorded only in French, has made a couple of albums in English, This is from her latest, a recently released self-titled collection that also includes her Beauty & The Beast duet with Peabo Bryson, Her first solo hit, If You Asked Me To was origjnaJly recorded by Patti LaBelle. Alan Jones 

Index of unit Last sales. 100=weekly week average in 1991 Albums 92 Singles 94 Music Video 69 
SINGLES MARKET SHARE BY CHART POSITION 

TOP TEN ALBUM ARTISTS 
1 (—1 LIONEL RICHIE 2 |8| QUEEN 3 (71 GUNS N'ROSES (Parloplmnel (GeUen) (Island) (East West) 

6 H ALEXANDER O'NEAL 7 (-1 OR HOOK 8 HELTON JOHN 9 |4| THE COMMITMENTS 10 H MICHAEL BALL 
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CHART 

BOOK 

THE DEFINITIVE GUIDE 
TO THE UK TOP 75 - 1991 
Published in association with 

Smisicweek 
Featuring the official 

CIN charts, compiled by 
Gallup, as used by: 

for the first 

time ever... 

... a fully comprehensive 
guide to the UK Charts! 

The new CHART BOOK series gives you, each year, 
all the information you need on EVERY hit single AND 
artist album from the No. 1s to the No. 75s. And there's 
a wealth of background information besides ... 

The Chart Book 1991 incSudes: 
★ Top 75 Singles and Albums for each week of the year. 
★ Chart profiles for all hit artists and titles. 
★ Running times for every hit single. 
★ Review of the year and market analysis. 
And: catalogue number information; biographies of the 
year's Top 100 singles artists; best of year charts; 
how the charts are compiled. 

THE CHART BOOK 1991: 
The indispensable reference book for anyone 
with an interest in the UK Charts. 

u 
IB IP' 1[ 

Available Direct for ONLY £14.99 (plus £2.75 p&p) from The Chart Book, CPL, 120-126 Lavender Avenue, 
Mitcham, Surrey CR4 3HP or phone 081-640 6031 with your credit card details. 
Please allow 14 days for delivery. 

UK Orders — Pleasesendme copies ofThe Chart Book at £14.99 (plus £ 2.75 p&p)— Total £17.74 
Non UK Orders — Pleasesendme copies of The Chart Book at $39.99 (plus $10.00 p&p)— Total $49.99 Eurocheques must be made out in £ sterling (or £29.50 all inclusive) 
I enclose a cheque/postal order for payable to Spotlight Publications 

• MW18 
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TOP 75 SINGLli, 
THE OFFICIALinisicweek CHART 

1 5 7"02") (Distributor) s 1 s 1 Artist (Producer) Publisher Label 7" (12") (Distributor) Cassette/CD 

D ABBA-ESQUE (EP) Om 38 34 4 BELL BOTTOMED TEAR The Beautiful South (Kelly) Go! Discs Go! Discs GOD 78/-(F) 60DMC78/G0DC078 
C!,■UTE14- CDMLTE '44 39 33 3 THUNDER Prince & The NPG (Prince & The New Power C Paisley Park-/WOliaTPtWl 

2 " I'LL BE THERE Columbia 6581377/-(SMI 40 33 4 MOTORCYCLE EMPTINESS Manic Street Preachers (Brownl Sony Columbia 6580837/6580836 (SMI 6580834/6580832 
3 ^ HAZARD Richard Marx (Marx) EMI Capitol Cl 654/-(E) 41 ESS ALMOST GOLD BlancoYNegroNEU3/111)IWI Jesus And Mary Chain (Reid/Reidl Honeysongs/BMG TNEG 57CO I'M RUSHING GoodBcvEDGBllEDGEmlSMI °Z£L,.uSl°'" « 4 2 
5 < 

Nick Berry (Burch/Whitaker) Peer SOMETHING GOOD 6581514/6581512 ® ffrrF(X) 187(F) 43 CS3 
Bump (Auerbach/Travelll PolyGram/Seo/Kassner EDGEK1/EDGECD1 WELCOME TO THE REAL WORLD AMMSC™ 

fiM DISAPPOINTED Parlophone(12)R6311(EI A 44 47 2 WHY SHOULD 1 LOVE YOU? Des'ree llegg/lngram) Sony Sony S2 6580917/-(SM) 6580914/6580912 
7 s . PLEASE DON'T GO/GAME BOY e KWS (King/Williams/Gamble) EMIlKool Kat/EMI ^ NWKC 4&NWKCD46 45 34 3 DOLPHINS MAKE ME CRY Martyn Joseph IWisch) EMI Epic 6581347/-(SM) 6581344/6581342 l^eXtSl.VoiTVrv, 54 

8 s TOOFUNKY^ ^ ^ ^ ^ A 46 51 2 YOU DON'T UNDERSTAND FomnaHOL7/nOL7iOnio;|Fi House Of Love(Liveseyl EMI mOLCOT DON'T YOU WORRY 'BOUT A THING Tallin Loud TIKIXI21 IF) 9 ' 
10 « 

Take Thai IWnghl) MCA ONE SHINING MOMENT Diana Ross{Asher) BMG 
43211010(W74321101002 

KiStmmm 48 CSS 
Incognito IMaunick/Bull) Jobete/EMI RISING SUN The Farm (McPhersonl EMI O.P.P. 

TLKMC21/ILKCU21 End Product 6581737/6581736 (SM) 6581734/6581732 Big Life BLRfD 74/BLRC 74/BLRD 74 (F) 
12 " 

The Orb (The Orb/Hillage) EMI/Orb/Big Life/CC BLRHC7S/BLRDA75 MAKE LOVE LIKE A MAN BI«d9eonRif(GlaLEP|Xfl7/lEPMC7|F| Del Leppard IShipley/Dcl Leppatdl Bludgeon Riffola/Zomba IEPCB 7 50 3. 3 
Naughty By Nature (Naughty By Nature) T-Bc I'LL BE THERE Innocence (Jolley/Hatris/Jolley) MCA/Repron 

ly/Naughty/WC/Jobete/EMI Cooltempo COOUX) 255/COOLMC 255 (E) lusic COOLCD255 
13 CS RHYTHM IS A DANCER Aristal15m7437110!571(aMGI 51 CS] SOMETHING IN THE AIR Fish (Kimsey) Fabulous Polydor FISHY 3/F1SHX 3 (F) •/FISHP3 
14 >» THE ONE Rocket EJS 28/-(F1 EJSMC 28/EJSCB 28 (s) 52 31 4 THE SOUND OF CRYING Prefab Sprout ILipson) EMI KiichenwareSK58/-(SM) SICTC58/SKCD58 
15 " CRUCIFY Tori Amos (Sigerson/Stanleyl Sword And Stone East West A 7479/-(W) A 7479DA 7479CD 53 33 7 FRIDAY, I'M IN LOVE The Cute (Allen/The Cure) Fiction RctionFICS(Xl 42(F) FiCCS42/FICCD42 .2 
16 O HYPNOTIC ST-8 Altern 8 (Archer/Peat) EMI/MCA Network NWKfT) 49 (P) NWKC49/NWKCD49 54 30 2 ESCAPING Asia Blue (Blue) Shanna/MCA Atomic WNRIT) 882(F) WNRMC882/WNRCD882 
17 3 JUMP Ruff Ho Kris KrosslDupri) EMI se 6578547/6578546 (SM) 55 M FROZEN METAL HEAD EP The Beastie Boys (Beastie Boys/Caldalo Jnrl 1 Grand Royal •/12CLS 665/TCCL 665 (E) Brooklyn Dust C0CL665 
18 « EVEN BETTER THAN THE REAL THING U2 (Lillywhite/Eno/Lanois) Blue Ml Is'andUTOK^F) 56 37 ,3 MY LOVIN' En Vogue (McElroy/Fosler) Rondor East West America A 85781T)(W) A8578C/A8578CO ® 
19 " AIN'T 2 PROUD 2 BEG A TLC (Auslinl DarplDiva One/Petlibone/Tiabiz 57 CSS FALLEN ANGELS EnsignENYIX1655/ENYMC655IE) Bully Sainte-MarielBirkcn/Sainte-Marie) Chrysalis ENYCD655    « 
20 - TEMPLE OFJJREAMS ^ ^ Kickin KICKJ2(SMSRD1 58 CSS SMELLS LIKE NIRVANA Weird AT Yankovic (Yankovicl EMI/End 01 ScottiBrosPO^igHW 
21 " GOOD STUFF B52s(Was) Rondor ReWOa(SoSDX 59 40 4 PENNIES FROM HEAVEN Ten TEN(X) 405(F) TENC405ffENCD405 
22 DO RE ME, SO FAR SO GOODCtirysalisUSM|XI5)USMMC5AISMCD5|E| Carter-The Unstoppable Sex Machine (Carter-USM/Painter) Island SOME JUSTICE Urban Shakedown-/URBST1/-/URBSC01 (Wl 60 CSS 

R1 IR C 
IF YOU ASKED ME TO Celine Dion (Roche) EMI BALLROOM BLITZ 

Epic 6581927/-(SM) 
Reprise W0105(T|(Vy) 23 * 

24 -3 
Urban Shakedown feat Micky Finn (Urban Shakedown/f SYMPHONY OF DESTRUCTION Megadeth (Mustaine/Norman) EMI 

:inn) All Boys/MCA Capitol (12)CLS 662 (El ■/COCLe62 
0 1 39 6 

A 62 es 2 
Tie Carrere (Templeman) BMG LIFE IS A HIGHWAY Tom Cochrane IHardyl Falling Sky/BMG 

W0105OW0105C0 Capitol CL 660/-(E) TCC1660/CDCL660 
25 33 HANGIN' ON A STRING (KNUCKLES REMIX) loose Ends (Martinelli) Bramplon/EMI I^TenTE^XMMg 63 ESS BACK TO FRONT Adamski (Adamskil MC/Rotten/WOEMI/BMG MCA MCSfT) 1644 (BMG) -/MCSTO1644 
26133 1 DROVE ALL NIGHT Roy Orbison (Lynnel WC MCA MCS1652/-(BMG) MCSC1552/MCST1652 64 43 4 MOVE ME NO MOUNTAIN Ten TEN1X) 400(F) TENC4C0/TEND6400 1 
27 M DAMN 1 WISH 1 WAS YOUR LOVER Coim Sophie B Hawkins IChertoll/Schuckeltl EMI ibia 658107W6581^(SM) 65 33 2 EATING ME ALIVE f(rtF|X|l9WCS19WCDl90IFI Diana Brown & Bertie K Sharpe ISharpe/BrownfGoodlellowl BMG/EMI 
28 « KNOCKIN'ON HEAVEN'S DOOR gfscTi/GgFfsto22i® 66 ^ SHE'S A SUPERSTAR Hut HUT(T)16(RTM/APT) •/HUTCO16 
29 33 FOUR SEASONS IN ONE DAY Crowded House (Froom) EMI TcffiK 67 42 3 PRECIOUS^ ^ l 7^X^4321100252 
30 33 A LITTLE BIT MORE Kym Sims (Hurleyl Sony AtcoB8528(T) (W) y 68^ DELILAH Tom Jones (Sullivan) no credit The Kit Label TOM 10/-(F) TOMCIO/TOMCDIO i 
31 CS3 SHAME SHAME SHAME Atisia743!ii Sinitta (Tayler/Adams) Gambi/Sweden 11 11 11 69 39 4 XPRESS YOURSELF 1 Family Foundation (Johnny JICC 380PEW(D1(W) PEWMC1/PEWC01 

- 32 3. YOU BRING ON THE SUN Londonbeat (PhillipslWilly Ml WC Anxious ANXfT) 37 (BMG) ANXK37/ANXCD37 70 44 3 , MIDLIFECRISIS^ ^ ^ ^ Slash LASH(X) 37 (F) or LA5CS 3'/.'LASCD 3/ 
33 3. THE WORLD IS STONE Epic 6579707/-(SM) A 71 7, 7 , BIG SKY NEW LIGHT KilthemyareSK57MFI ■ Martin Slephenson And The DainleeslKaye) EMI SKC57(SKC057 

im * HEART OVER MIND Kim Wilde (Wilde) Hit & Run/MCA MCA KIM 16/-(BMG) KIMC16/XIMTD16 72 M UR THE BEST THING FXUFXU31T)(P) FXU3C/FXU 3C0 
35 33 CONTROLUNGME Dead OeadtWGOODTOW) 73 CSS SUMMER SONG Bedazzled (Corcoran) Sony Columbia 6581627/6581626 (Sm) 6581624/6581622 PLATINUM COLD MVUI 

CO CD EVERYTHING ABOUT YOU Ugly Kid Joe (Dorn/Ugly Kid Joe) CC Mercury MER(X) 367(F) MERMC367/MERCD367 74 49 : , ROUGH BOY Warner BrosW0111/-(W) 
37 BH UNCHAIN MY HEART Joe Cocker (Midnight) Sparta Florida TCCLP6WCDCLS6M 75 CO 1 NEED LOVE Olivia Nev/ton-John (Moroder) DGC Mercury MERIX) 370(F) MERM.C3/ MERC0 ?( 

As used by Top Of The Pops and Radio One 

jixnmy nail 
THE NEXT NUMBER ONE SINQLE - NOT! 

CARY WRI6HT • DREAM WEAVER 
FROM THE MOTION PICTURE WAYNE'S WORLD ra ISflNCLUDES EXCELLENT FILM POSTER - W0118/T/C/CD I^J 

in't No Doubt 
7" • Cassette • 12" ■ CD 
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TOP 51UMPIAY CHABI 
THE OFFICIAL music week CHART 

16 io 9 SET YOUR LOVING FREE lis 33 FOUR SEASONS IN ONE 0/ 18 19 is EVERYTHING AE 36 LIKE A CHILD AGAIN (REMIX) The Mission ^ 20 CD DISAPPOINTED EIT 

SpriTlROOM 19 Bob Gt 
32 « » RAINING ALL OVER THE WORLD Ac 

35 « so SOMETHING GOOD Ui 36 ■ 3i KNOCKIN- ON HEAVEN'S DOOR Gi 37 30 ?9 NOTGONNACHANGE Svi 
«6 ESCAPING Asia Blue 

42 <9 I DROVE AL 
44 40 45 MOTORCYCLE EMPTINESS Mi 
461223 EATING ME ALIVE Die 
48 38 4i MONSTER Ml 24 24 44 ONE SHINING MOMENT Oio 

TOP 10 BREAKERS REGIONAL CHOICE AIRPLAY PROFILE 

3 s: SHAME SHAME SHAME 

5 COISICH A RUIN IV 7 MONEY MAKES THE WORLD GO ROUNDlechi THIS WEEK'S CONTRIBUTORS: 

US TOP 50 SBW6LES 

3 3 UNDER THE BRIDGE. Red Hoi Chili Peppers W 
A 5 ; IF YOU ASKED ME, Ce 5 DAMN I WISH I WAS ! 

8 s MY LOW (YOU'RE NEVER GONNA..), E 
n WISHING ON A STAR, Th 11 io THE BEST THINGS IN..., l 

A13 u JUST ANOTHER DAY, Jon Secada 
15 i2 CO HOLD ON MY HEART, Gc 

A17 la COME & TALK TO ME. Jo. 

23 FRIDAY I'M IN LOVE, Th. 
, M.chael Jor.i<sor.'f.V;lcrY G.fl 

29 22 JUST TAKE MY HEART. Mr Big A 30 36 GIVING HIM SOMETHING HE CAN FEEL, En Vogue At 
2 26 eg TEARS IN HEAVEN. EncCiai A 33 M TAKE THIS HEART, Ric A 34 34 THEY WANT EFX. Da; . THIS USED TO BE MY PLAYGROUND, Ma A 36 45 GOOD STUFF. 85: 

43 3-. CI3 BOHEMIAN RHAPSODY, Queen He A 44 • HONEY LOVE, R K< A 45 4> SOMETIMES I RHYME SLOW, N.ce & Smooth 3? THOUGHT I'D DIED AND..., 
48 43 E3 CLOSER TO ME, In.; A 49 ■ REMEDY. The Black Crowes A 50 E3 THE ONE, Elton John 

OS TOP 50 ALBUUSS 
4D i SOME GAVE ALL, B.lly Bay Cyrus ; TOTALLY KROSSED OUT, Kri A 3 > MTV UNPLUGGED EP, Ma ■, BLOOD SUGAR SEXRed Hoi Chili Peppera > 

. SHADOWS AND LIGHT, Wi » ROPIN'THE WIND, Ga 
9 ■ CaADRENALIZE.Deili 

ii 123 WE CAN'T DANCE, Gene 

11 GREATEST HITS, ZZ Top 16 la FUNKY DIVAS, En Vogue 

21 i.CHACHTUNGBABY,U2 22 w EH CLASSIC QUEEN, Qu 23 HOLD YOUR FIRE, Fire 24 n CHECK YOUR HEAD, Th 25 » BACK TO FRONT, Lionel 

26 i* TIME, LOVE AND TENDERNESS, Mic 27 kB SHEPHERD MOONS. En 

32 k COOLEYH1GHHARMONY, Bo 

n THE COMFORT ZONE, Va 

A 39 MUSE YOUR ILLUSION I, Gu A 40 M OOOOOOOHHH...ON THE TLC, TL 41 k RITES OF PASSAGE. Indigo Gids 42 16 HEART IN MOTION, Amy Grant 

46 cEB NO MORE TEARS. OaivOsbourne Epi 47 « BORNINTOTHE"SOs,RKeliySPublicAnnouncenwn A 48 m PONT ROCK THE JUKEBOX, Alan JacLson Ans' 
A 50 3 YEARS S MOUTHS &,, Anesled De 
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SPIRAL RAVERS 

OUTWIT POLICE 
Efforts to reinstate free 
into a battle of wits between police and ravers. The Spiral Tribe Solstice In The City event in London's Docklands was quickly snuffed out last week by police. But the ravers have proclaimed it a success and are already planning more midsummer madness. Flyers for the Docklands event had listed PAs by Utah Saints, Jet Slags and Lunarci. But the party inside an Asda car park near Canary Wharf soon fizzled out after police sealed off the 

"Even to get th d play 

mmms" u is 'saggeik 
As Ice T's 'Cop Killer' controversy kicks up a censorship storm Stateside, a hardcore rave single is repeating the formula over 

Network's 'Dreams' EP by Rhythm Quest is provoking a storm of outrage over its "obscene" anti-police message. The track, by 19-year-old ex-boxer Mark Hadfield (above), deals with heavy handed raids on raves in such strong terms that Network felt it should clean it up for the commercial release. But that was after Manchester DJ Sami B was suspended by local dance station Sunset for playing the track in his show. It prompted listeners' complaints and a ticking off from the Radio Authority. Sunset refused to comment on the ban. But Sami B, who returns next week, was happy to speak up. "I feel gagged — whatever happened to democratic principles like freedom of speech?" 

success," says Spiral Triber Simone, who believes Canary Wharf, as a modern stone monolith, provides an alternative to Stonehenge. As part of their operation police traced a number used on the flyers to the offices of Big Life, the Spirals' new label. Last week Spiral Tribe was preparing for its alternative Glastonbury festival trailed by police and TV camera crews. "There is going to be a lot happening this summer," promises Simone. 
PROFILE PLANS SON OF /RAVING, 

Profile Records is bravely attempting to unleash a 'Raving I'm Raving' part II. In the strangest report to emerge from the NMS, it seems the US hip hop label has signed a new adaptation of Marc Cohn's 'Walking In Memphis'. The news comes just weeks after Shut Up & Dance had to limit its 'Raving I'm Raving' single release to the 35,000 already pressed before Cohn objected. Once again the tune is set to a breakbeat. But Profile's female singer has not altered Cohn's lyrics, avoiding the moral rights issue which scuppered SUAD. But while the company is assured of column inches, it seems doubtful it will be left with much revenue if the SUAD scenario is anything to go by. And this time they could face PJ & Smiley's wrath as well as Cohn's. 

PRAGA KHAN 

^RAVE ALERT! 
Pp 12" . 7" - CD ■ CASSETTE SINGLE 
^ OUT JUNE 29IH !]MT 

& Passion SMV 
ife BMG Video 

P 

IUNE 
E 
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Tl DTI FillS TO 

- SINK PIRATES 

i « EVERYTHING AB0U1 
n 20 E3 DISAPPOINTED Eic 

top 10 m 

The Jolly Roger is flying high over London as up to 30 pirate stations ride the capital's 
w breed of e broadcasters, buoyed by advertising for one- off raves, are noisy proof that the new Broadcasting Act has not deterred the pirates. Offenders now face up to two years behind bars and unlimited fines if their case comes to Crown Court. 

The DTI's Radio Investigation Unit raided 250 
leading to 72 convictions. This year they have already stormed 200 illicit studios, but with only 

The DTI points out that a new round of licence awards in October could help control the 
But if Hardcore FM went legal, would its audience go h it? 

g Not content w 

»S TO 
AO ; BABY GOT BACK.: 2 i lit BE THERE:,' 

n WISHING ON A ST 

A14 is LIFE1SAHIGHWA 

th peddling wholemeal cosmetics, The Body Shop is backing its very own environmentally-friendly club anthem. London rap and soul outfit Nu-Vizion have secured the support of a franchise company related to the Anita Roddick empire. The Body Shop bods paid for the recording of a track named •Environmental Crisis' off the trio's EP 'Issues Of Life', and even coughed up for a video. But it's not all altruistic charity: according to Nu-Vizion, The Body Shop is taking its slice of the profits. 
Long before rave became the sound of the suburbs, the underground soul scene ruled the roost. Remember Maze, white socks and soul weekenders? But despite the dancefloor devastation which has swept the nation since, the independent soul labels are more than holding their own. Acts such as Mary Rose, McKoy and Helen Baylor — whose 'Oasis' recently spent 14 weeks in the Gallup charts — are proof positive that the sweet sound of soul is alive and well. But it can be an uphill struggle against the sampling majority, says Ralph Tee, boss of thriving soul indie Expansions which broke the Baylor cut. "The problem with soul is that it generally costs the most to make and sells the least," says Tee, who reckons a 10,000-seller is a blockbusting soul release. "The converse is that rave records cost the least and sell the 

Tee identifies London's Choice FM as the "single most important outlet for soul", pointing to the meeting of the reggae and "two-step" soul 

 j spaceniks Adamski and Kirsty of Opus III are just L celebs in the model module at Telethon's space party this Friday. The interstellar extravaganza devised by holographic clothiers Space Time, has Utah Saints, Jet Slags and Bump among the PAs. But besides the fun. it is also a reminder of our planet's harsh realities. "Even though Jet Slags are rude, horrible and obnoxious we still want to help the homeless and people with AIDS " says Adamski. Tickets for the party, at Bagley's Film Studios in London's Kings Cross, are available at Black Market, Quaff, Sign Of The Times, Flying and Catch A Groove. It's got to be better than staying in and watching someone break the record for swallowing pickled eggs. 
Similarly East London's AMA sold 15,000 copies of Mary Rose's debut album by targeting the reggae market. "We're just about surviving at the moment," says AMA's boss Scully. "But there's no doubt soul is going to be a major force. Just look at Omar. A few weeks ago he was supporting Mary Rose and now he's right up there." Omar's leap from the north London indie Kongo Dance to Talkin Loud reveals the power of what was once termed "street soul" to take centre stage. Karen Joy, editor of enthusiasts' journal Soul Trade, thinks a whole new breed of indie labels — Soul Town, About Time and Glasgow's Contribution among them — are about to follow. Her view is backed by the release of 'Movin On' on Rumour Records. The label that helped shape last year's big thing with its pioneering 'Garage Sound' series seems once more to be backing the right horse. 

HELEN BAYLOR 

by Farley/Heller,Slam,Shiner/Valentine & Band Of Gyps 

18 » LIVE AND LEARN, Joe Pubiic A19 is SLOW MOTION, Cc t A20 a CD FRIDAY I'M IN LOVE, The Cl 

24 » YOU WONT SEE ME CRY, Wi 25 ?i DO IT TO ME, Lionel R'ci'iti 

43 k m BOHEMIAN RHAPSODY, Out A 44 HONEY LOVE, Rf 
46 37 THOUGHT I'D DIED AND,., i 

23 CLOSER TO ME, The Outfield A49 • REMEDY, The Black Crowes A 50 ■ B3 THE ONE, EUon John 

19 w DEAD SERIOUS, Da: 20 is WYNONNA.Wynon 21 i» QijO ACHTUNG BABY, U2 22 w CQ CLASSIC QUEEN, Qu A23 ■ da HOLD YOUR FIRE, Fin 24 2i CHECK YOUR HEAD, Tin 25 » BACK TO FRONT. Lionel 

43 a HUMAN TOUCH, Bn 
45 M OFF THE DEEP END,'W, 46 « CQ NO MORE TEARS. 0? 47 BORN INTO THE '90s. R Kelly & Public Annour « PONT ROCK THE JUKEBOX, Ala 

A 50 • 3 YEARS 5 MONTHS & 
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FUBAR 
Sugar Sweet Records, 3rd Floor, 51A Ann Street, Belfast (22ft x 15ft). 

Good quality Euro and US house and the "better" British labels like Guerilla. The owners are also DJs and run a club of the same name which attracts top UK DJs including Andy Weatherall, Fabi Paras and Loft Groover. "People come into the shop the next week after being at the club and buy what they heard." — lain McCready, co-owner. 
"Techno/hardcore is a small proportion of our sales. There's a great demand for older product. It's a very healthy scene here - the whole rave scene exploded last year." — lain McCready. 

"They know their onions — and they're happy to experiment. Guerilla's product is what they like — progressive house." - Terry Hollingsworth, Deltra. 
"They're extremely helpful and always give you more than you thought you could possibly afford — although they don't force anything on you. They don't keep things back for themselves and if they think a record's good they'll push it. They've got distributors who give them good product and it's really paid off." — David Anderson. 

EES I FUBAR at The Milk Bar, 12 Button Row, London W1. Sundays 7.30pm to midnight. 1 200/8K/cheap beer. People should be well dressed and look good. "We want people to have a good time and not end up brawling. People are usually in by 9pm and the doors are always shut by 10.30." — Lisa Loud, co-promoter. 
'Something old, something new. It ranges across the board. We feed off the crowd: old soul, disco, funk, house from 1988/89, to new, upfront, street banging house music." — Lisa Loud. 

El] Regular DJs - Lisa Loud, Brendan Block. Occasional guest DJs^— Dave Dorrell and Steve Lee. ■JFIITTnmI Felix 'Don't You Want Me'; LeftField 'Release The Pressure'; CeCe Rogers 'Someday'; Sugarhill Gang 'Rapper's Delight'; George Benson 'Give Me The Night'. 
lliOSSSj "A 'of of people have been out all weekend and still want to be together somewhere where they can party — but want to listen to something different to what they've been listening to all weekend." — Brendan Block. 
■aCilim'fl'rji^'l "It's a bright club — more a party than a club night; fun-loving and friendly. It's a good way to end the weekend or start your week." — Steve Lee, Perfecto. 
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IlCoplk 

12 » ? PONT YOU WORRY 

18 19 is EVERYTHING ABOUT 

TOP 10 ER 

RELEASE THE PRESSURE Lefttield (eat. Earl Sixteen 
Double-headed return from tne omody DON'T YOU WANT ME Felix 
UNDERSTAND THIS GROOVE Sound Factory Superb hard-edged garage production from the Swe m 
EVEN BETTER THAN THE REAL THING U2 
THE MIGHTY MING/RIGHTUPTHERE.. UK produced progressive house cuts FIRE ISLAND Fire Island 

THE COLOUR OF LOVEThe Reese Project Inner City's Kevin Saunderson with his alter c 
FIGURE OF EIGHTThe Grid GETWrTHYOU LidellTownsell 

A guide to the most essential new club tunes as featurec ggstAoio on IFM's "Essential Selection", with Pete Tong, broad i 14 (19) FLATLINERSSI000 Guerilla 
15 RHaPl FULL TERM LOVE MonieLove ^ Acf ^ remjxed by Ben UebrandemP0 

t the following stores: City Sounds/Flying/ Kmjasj) L£« iSffl Zoom (London), Eastern Bloc/Underground MT faS (Manchester), 23rd Precinct (Glasgow), 3 „ Beat (Liverpool), Warp (Sheffield), Trax TDAY (Newcastle). UjPA 

16 (13) THE HUNTER Herbal Infusion Zoom 17 rcavi DIVERSIOEP (no artist credit) White label Hot progressive grooves that sample Deee-Ute 
18 l?I57a HUMANITY Rebel MC Big Life Lovers vocals and ragga attitude collide in this lively cut 

Cool Outs clubline 
0898 334334 Ploys excerpts from the No.l and new entries to the Cool Cuts Chart 

19 rciaTl AMBER GROOVE S.A.S. Final Vinyl Atmospheric instrumental in three driving mixes 
20 171571 STATE OF SURRENDER Eskimos & Egypt ^ ( ^ One Little Indian 

nuskweek I enclose a cheque for £   or US$  made payable to Spotlight Publications 

BUHHEnmiii] IN-1 1 .1 JJ J,J J JJ IjD 

US Til 

3 3 UNDER THE BRIDGE Rcc 

AID n WISHING ON A ST 

If you want to stay ahead of the beat, you need Music Week. For only a fraction of the cost of one import 12", Music Week brings you all the latest news, new releases, charts and information you need to raise the temperature at your next gig. Music Week's complete DJ service includes: 
★ All new UK dance releases on single and album ★ Gallup top singles and album chart ★ 
★ Peter long's Nightlife Top 10 from the Essential Solution Show ★ Cool Cuts Chart ★ 

★ Club Chart Top 100 — as featured in the Mark Goodier show ★ 
★ The UK's fastest and most accurate dance sales chart ★ 

★ James Hamilton's DJ Directory, new releases, reviews, bpms & gossip ★ 
Plus indie charts, talent features, radio playlists and more. All brought to your door faster than any other music title. 
If you would like all this for only £1.88 per week — saving £32 on the cover price over a year, plus a free Music Week Directory worth £30 (out next January) just fill in the subscription form below and send it to the address shown. 

15 i; EJ HOLD ON MY 1 ^ p A16 » BABY BABY-BABt M DANCE UPDATE 
▲ 17 it COME & TALK TO 18 LIVE AND LEARN, Joe Pubte Columbia 43 » EJ BOHEMIAN RHAPSODY.Oueen Hollywood | AEl n LUCK OF THE DRAW, Bonnie Ram Capitol 43 is HUMAN TOUCH, Brutospnngsteen columora ▲ 19 u SLOW MOTION, Color Me Badd Giant ^44 ■ H0NEV10VE,R Kelly & Public Announcemem Jive r 19 n DEAD SERIOUS, Das EFX Arco 44 u DANGEROUS, MichaeUackson Epic 1 ▲20 n tSFRIDAYI'MINLOVE.TheCuic fiction ▲45 .1 SOMETIMES 1 RHYME SLOW, Nice & Smooth HAL 20 it WYNONNA, Wynonna Curb 45 m OFF THE DEEP END, "Wierd'AIJankovic ScottiBros (▲El ji WARMITUP.KtisKross Ruffhouse 46 ji THOUGHT I'D DIED AND..,, Bryan Adams A&M 21 ii[UACHTUNGBABY,U2 Island 46 u nn NO MORE TEARS, OirvOsbourne Epic ' 22 is IN THE CLOSET, Michael JactsorvMyslerv Girl Epic 47 « NUNU, LidellTownsell Mctcury 22 » CD CLASSIC QUEEN, Duoen Hollywood 47 « BORN INTO THE'90s, R Kelly BPutsk Announcement Jive ▲ 23 k KEEP ON WALKIN', Ce Ce Penislon ASM 48 u Ha CLOSER TO ME, The Outfield MCA ▲ 23 - EQ HOLD YOUR FIRE, Fnehouso Epic ▲ 48 15 D0NT ROCK THE JUKEBOX, Alan Jackson Arista 24 » YOU WON'T SEE ME CRY, Wiisoo P» ,111,ps SBK 449 ■ REMEDY, The Black Ctowes Del American 24 rt CHECK YOUR HEAD, The Beastie Boys Capitol ▲ 49 ■ BODY COUNT, Body Count Sire 25 « DO IT TO ME, Lionel Richie Motown ASO 1133 THE ONE, Elton John MCA 25 ts BACK TO FRONT, Lionel Richie Motown ▲ 50 . 3YEARS5MONTHS&...,ArrestedOevelopmenl Chivsalis Chans coenesy Billboard, 4 July, 1992 A Arrows ore awarded to those products demonslralmo the grealasl airplay anil sales gam E] UK acts. IM1 UK-slgned acts. 
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ALSO AVAILABLE: PLANET X - ONCE UPON A DANCEFLOOR FEATURING TONY HUMPHRIES MIXES 
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FELIX 'Don't You Want Me" (Hooj Choons HOOJ 012, vi 

(riskier 125-0-12iF0bpm Less Stress and "do 

soulful jiggly jogging (0-)105,ebpm Album Ver- 

(o/t ■ \ 

SABR1NA JOHNSTON T Wanna Sing (Harmony & Unity)' (EastWest YZ661T) 

moed ivrin^ack!)9 with CJ's O-Ualrsbpm 
menial and l>-118,7bpm FXTC Dub Insliu- 

8 RM DANCE UPDATE 
18 i. LIVE AND LEARN, ju. 
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o ra promo 
  'e Got One' (The Heights promo). The irony behind this release is that it was actually planned and recorded before the recent original issue on the UK's Expansion label by Matt Covmgton. Tony from The Heights produced this credible cover version to meet the demand from those not able to find the original. This version is dominated by a heavier bassline and jazzy vibes with Cortez's soprano vocals cutting through. It's a modern 1992 two-step that fills dancefloors. Search it out, it  OS! 

import 
liliiSiiimULUfi 'This Sound Is For The Underground' (Suburban Base promo). What a tune. Starts with mad clonking noises then kicks in like there is no tomorrow with very heavy drums and ragga style samples. The flip is a manic stampede, but both sides are excellent techno making Sub Base the one to watch Eg 

lEO 

Good'^Us' En 

omnHi'D' echnique' (US l\ 

'(US Emotive). Follow-up lw the underground smash 'We Can Do It', this is a happy, retro sounding cut that brings to mind early Philly International songs. Howard has a personal affinity for r&b, and it com " ■ song  with massive crossover potential, and heavy on the Soul II Soul tip. Luckily the US 12-inch retains the album version for the real deal rap — a raw hip hop cut with Rakim riding the rhythms to perfection  m 

nri 

• KROME & TIME 
superb vocals fit into the same bag as Anthony Drakes': a strong, mature voice that sounds as though it would be more at home in Philly or Detroit. The B-side is for the lovers in the house — a smooth mid-tempo soul ballad. All in all, a great soul record and a neat British production ....  m 

11 You Belong To Me'/'l Promise' (Contribution promo). This wailing modern dancer comes from an unexpected source — the streets of Glasgow. Robert's 

'(US^Me r'u'y'y' Get Morales' Def Mix has replaced 'Gypsyman' as the New York track of the moment. Very infectious chorus combines well with a deep, dark bassline 

r 

breakdown. The verses here aren't quite as catchy as on 'Nu Nu', which will probably hold this 
huge US smash ITTil 
■ 'Heaven' (Azuli promo). Deep groovy house that uses some nice Euro sounds lifted in all the right places by Emile's supersmooth vocal. The dub mixes go deeper still, fired along by some busy snare patterns. The B-side mixes feature more percussion. Keep it comin', Keith |||| 
Em 'Real Love' (Warner Brothers). Best thing from Chic since the Eighties, thanks to fantastic remix from Nellee Hooper. Lush, moving piano rhythms pulsate over a smooth. percussion backdrop JJI3 

'Hurt You So' (Touchwood Records). A definite biggy and my tune of the month. The Touch side has a very heavy acid workout with 'French Kiss' style keyboard plonking into 
breakdown Eg 

Sabrina Johnston, I wanna... 
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The horn section riff from Pigbag's 1982 hit 'Papa's Got A Brand New Pigbag' is 
sne of those that once heard is never forgotten. It's surprising more people haven't fancied working with it. Sorted's Bopper and Dan were inspired when they heard someone humming it in the studio. "This gave us the idea of doing a rave version," says Dan. They approached Pigbag who gave them permission to cover the tune and 'Pigbag '92' was on course. Sorted's A-side mix has a cool solo and an electronic jazzy feel which is miles removed from the blazing refrain of the Pigbag of yore. "Pete Waterman played it on his show" says Dan, "and he thought there should also be a harder mix." Waterman approached hardcore techno DJ Phantasy to do a remix on the B-side. By turning the sax riff into bleeps and stripping it down, Phantasy has changed the feel of the whole track. Dan says, "Phantasy's mix appeals to hard people and ours appeals to middle hardcore." Seems like everyone's sorted then. 

u 

Give the man who ^ 7 christened the Rising High \ f Collective a big cigar. Just a \ few months on from Project One's mighty 'Roughneck' the aptly-named label is consolidating its status with a pair of killer releases. Earth Leakage Trip's 'Neopolitan EP' and more earth shatteringly, Audio Assault's 'Total Techno EP'. To these ears. Audio assailant Mike Ash gives his best on the draining, 'Altered States' introed 'The Experiment.' But it's the second track, 'Raving Lunatic', which has been getting floors sardine-packed. Over the past three years, Mike's experimental work has grown an equal number of heads — Interface (of 'Toytown' fame). Space Cadet and Audio Assault. The projects have all been released in strict rotation by those Rising High people. Davydd Chong 

i 2" & CD STREET DATES 6TH Jcy)S=lf 



No-one can deny there is still a gaping chasm between a club hit and an album career. But things are changing. Just check out Olu Rowe, whose sparkling second single, Forgotten Man", adds much deserved depth to last year's deep house debut 'One Nation'. An acoustic ballad with tasty Todd Terry-remixed grooves, Forgotten Man' owes as much to gutsy r&b as flaccid house. A sign, says Nigerian-born Rowe, that black artists are breaking out of one-hit club confines. "Black music is at its most honest since Motown," he says. "There is a perception of its viability. The rawer it is the more commercial it is." All bodes well for Rowe and his diverse musical world view. Anyone who namechecks both Emerson Lake and Palmer and Ipi Tombe can safely say he's unique. "1 come from a village in Hampshire where there aren't that many black people," he explains. "So when I first came to London people expected me to automatically know all these obscure soul acts. But I grew up listening to the mainstream. So I don't have problems with cross overs." Martin Pearson 

Ik IMS 
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» BELL BOHOMED I 

17 » a FOUR SEASONS It 

20 E DISAPPOINTED Ele 21 a ■ THUNDER Pnnce & 

TOP 10 Bl 

beat: 

AS THE OUST SETTLES on NMS 13 and the hangovers ease, the question on everyone's lips is, was it worth it? ,.. It was for React, which returned with three big buck offers from US labels wanting to license GTO . . But the NMS was criticised for ignoring dance in its evening events. Instead it was private club nights like CJ Mackintosh's NY debut and Frankie Knuckles' two spots that provided the vibe One of the biggest tunes to emerge from NY was the trance techno of Age Of Love... There was much talk of the US already tiring of rave with the West Coast turning on to NY's deep house sounds. -. For Londoners who love that NY sound there's a July 4 celebration at the , Ministry of Sound with Kenny Carpenter in the box and a PA from the fab Juliet Roberts . Newcastle's Mayfair Club will take things a touch harder on July 6 with Rat Pack, Carl Cox and Mickey Finn guesting at Rezerection . But then it mellows out for Mango on July 16 with Dean Thatcher, CJ Mackintosh and Andy Carroll (051) among the jocks . . After The Orb at the Planetarium and Deee-Lite at a drag club, now Altern 8 have named the setting for their album launch — the Quasar fantasy game . labyrinth in Stafford ... Now let's get a few • JULIET ROBERTS 

things straight: Rampage have booked Nice & Smooth at Hammersmith Palais on July 2 not Pete Rock & CL Smooth for a night with Tim Westwood and Sony's Rhythm & Bass The Brand New Heavies will not be supporting Madness "despite reports in some areas of the media", says London Records ... And the Ruthless Rap Assassins do not exist, breaking up after seven years though the trio's Murdertone Productions lives on with new 
offices in London . .. After Sound City, Norwich now has a new club night — The One promises more funk, more groove, more summer at The Waterfront with DJs Norman Jay (July 3), Kevin Beadle (10) and Patrick Forge (17).. Shaun Walker at Scat Records (0582 31166) is compiling a DJ list... Johnny Matthews is looking for underground house and techno demos for a new London label. Send them to: 167 Caledonian Road, London N1 0SI  Orbital has launched Out Of Orbit, a new imprint for madder, experimental techno ... Hooj Choons' biggie by Felix looks chart bound with deConstruction on the case ... The Pulllt is now waiting for a date to appeal against the injunction imposed earlier this month . AND THE BEAT GOES ON! 
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A PLECTRUM MAY BE CHEAPER 1 

BUT NOT HALF SUCH GOOD VALUE! 

H zS -I Mb I 1 Written by the some team who produced the 
acclaimed Musician's Gig Guide London '90, the 
version contains a listing of over 600 venues with 
Contact Names Phone Numbers How To Get There 
• Booking Policies ■ Stage Sizes • P.A. specs ■ Publicity 
Details ■ Venue Access Set Times ■ Fees ... plus many 
other facts and figures designed to save you time and 
money. A must for any gigging musician! 
AVAILABLE DIRECT FOR ONLY £1 2.95 (plus £1.50 p&p 
— total £14.45) from The Musicians' Gig Guide, CPL, 
DeptMWI 1,120-126 Lavender Avenue, Mitcham, 
Surrey CR4 3HP or phone 081 640 81 42 with your credit 
card details. Extra copies will be sent at no extra p&p 
cost. For a limited period only you can get the UK and 
the London Gig Guides for only £1 9.45 (inc p&p). Please 
allow 14 days for delivery. 
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TOP 30 VIDEO 
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| 1 | Category/running timo Cafno! 1 3 1 Ce"goTJuLnEnlngtlme Cefno Kl , .THE LOVERS'GUIDE 2 ■J 1 1 Special InteresOlhr Pickwick 10 16 2 SURVIVOR SERIES: Survival Of The...Silver Vision Sport/1 hr WF086 
9 . . THE GODFATHER PART III ^ 4 Dfama/2hr43min CIC VHR 2514 17 „ 2 ARSENAL: Official 1991/1992 Season Chrysalis 1 ' Spon/l hr CHV10522 
-J , „ CHERFITNESS: A New Attitude J 5 " Special Interest/1 hr 28 min FoxVideo 257650 18 ,5 6 THEIDOORS GLDG6Ui42 
4 , , LEEDS UTD:OHicial'91/'92 Season Braveworld STV2144 1 fl Pffl THE POWER AND THE GLORY BBC ■ ^ hr 20 min Bgcv 4B02 
5 , 9 aliens^ FoxVjde^o QUEEN: We Will Rock You Music Club/PMI Mnsic/lhrSOmin MC2032 
0 6 2 TEENAGE MUTANT NINJA TURTLES II Foxvideo 21 rm RANGERS: Four In A Row Caledonian/Cameron f"4" Sport/1 hr CTRSC 001 7 ,7 ..THE SILENCE OF THE LAMBS Columbia Tristar • Drama/1 hr 53 min CVR 22819 22 22 5 THE LOVERS'GUIDE Pickwick Special InteresVl hr LTV 001 
g 9 „ THE RESCUERS DOWN UNDER Walt Disney 23 2e 4 MANCHESTER UTD: Official'91/'92... Braveworld Sport/1 hr STV2143 
g „ 3 PINGU 2^Building Igloos BBC BBCV4812 24 CS!!THE ESCAPADES OF MR, BEAN ThamesAfideo Coll Comedy/SSmin TV8140 

1 fl [Niwl TISWAS; The Best Of The Best Bits! ITC lUI 1 ch.ldren's/! hr ITC8172 2 5 rm the ... ADVENTURES OF MR. BEAN Thames/Video Coll Comedy/l hr TV8134 ^1 ,3 ,3 ROBIN HOOD-PRINCE OF THIEVES Warner HV RES 12220 26)33 sR-mhW30RF ll: Krvten bbcvBBC 

•J2 „ , QUEEN: Uye At Wembley PMI MVP 9912593 27 £^3 CHER^ Extravaganza BMG Video 
13 to la UTTLE MERMAID V Valt Disney D209132 28 23 3. GH0ST CIC t-V 23 31 Drama/2 hrl min VHR 2496 

27 ,0ZZ TOP: Greatest Hits WMV 7599382993 9QPm LEVEL 42: Guaranteed Live PMI Music/1 hr30min MVN4910093 
15 « 3 JIM DAVIDSON: Something Old. .. Pickwick 30 2 2 STAR TREK: The Next Generation 50 CIC 3 Sci-Fi/lhr28min VHR 2586 
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, 35 QUEEN: At Wembley MVP 991™ 
2 3 ,0 ZZ TOP: Greatest Hits WMV 7599382993 
3 „ j, QUEEN; We Will Rock You MusicClub 
/J 8 ,0 CHER: Extravagana - Live BMG Video 
5 |new| LEVEL42; Guaranteed Live PMI MVN 4910093 
0 3 4 MICHAEL^BALL: Michael Ball PolygramVideo 
7 12 34 QUEEN: Greatest Flix II ' " 34 Compilation/1 hr20min vc4m 
0 27 41 JAMESJLAST: Berlin Concert 4 Front/Polygram 0846803 
9 to 38 SIMPLY RED: Moving Picture Book WMV Compilation/45min 9031754343 

HQ 5 6 MICHAEL BOLTON: Soul & Passion SMV 
H ,3 12 LISASTANSFIELD: Real Life BMG Video 
19 t 17 MADNESS: Divine Madness Compilation/1 hr30min Virgin WD 1003 
13 33 8 LUCIANO PAVAROHI: Essential... PMV/Channel 5 CFV 00022 
14 25 3/ TINA TURNER: Simply The Best PMI Compilation/1 hr 30mm MVD9913083 
15 s , P^L COLLINS^... But Seriously.., Jir^in 
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TOP 75 ARTIST A BUMS 
THE OFFICIAL Imsicweek CHART 

I 5 I Li 
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TOP 20 COMPILATfOMS 
| S Label/Casseno (Distributor) 10-™EGENER8TOR# 

H , 2 HEATBEAT co,umbia47,9004ISMI 
U var'°us ~,9oo' 12 ' 3 VariousEA^DQSll!yTe?e^stonOTCWSQTTO 006IPI 

2 2 3 L0VE # 13EIISYSAREBACKINT0WN MOODCD23/MOOD23 
3.,HS

fAX 14-75 CUTS• gR^TESTHITS50 ^ 
1 5 9 5 ™«SOUNM^^,LQTVC00WWCD007,QTV007IPI 

5 ■ > KSHRISE-T"E"""SOOS™«, 16"., 
g , 3 LET'S TALK ABOUT LOVE Jjlm^NMCMOT i7Gsa-HOT.i=^DviTi/LpviTiifiMR) 

7^vQa™EBLUES Ubel^AHLMC^I ff) i8ca^,CJA^sss^ 
8', 6 WAYNE'S WORLD (OST) Reprise 769926™ 1 9 15 8 S08 2 Vi'9inTe'eViw0cnDV^l2p<,F2 

20 16 10 VaEioRTLANDS D?NCD37/DlNTVT7 
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MID-PRICE/BUDGET 01STRIBUTI0SM: 
niQiRlRIITION: INDIE ALBUMS 

1 , , LET'S TALK ABOUT LOVE D.noDINTV39(P» 
CLASSICAL ALBUMS INDIE SINGLES' 2 , 4 JHE SOUND OF SKA Quality Television QTV 007 (P) 

3 ..w , DEATH JS,NOTJHE END sh! j, Ud And Dance SUAOLP 005 IP) 
S 5 ™s«XPrr Cassetle/CD/LP (Distributor) 1 § Artists TOdtribilor! 4 . 2 TO HAVE AND TO HOLD... Quality Television QTV 006 IP) 
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3 EDITIONS DEL'OISEAU-LYRE-SAMPLER cm'IISmW 3 , 2 TEMPLE OF DREAMS Kick.n KICK 12S (KICK 121 ISFtDI 7 urw , ?0UL KISS ,GLIDE DIVINEI Silveilone OREIP518IP) ^ j DISCOVER THE CLASSICS VOL II c0.B0x[j22(MC 4 > 4 tV,eT,TbM?l(lpm0U D0NE Inner Rhythm-(HEART 031 IP) fi ntw > J,UNGl-E TEKNO Depo, lptOT5 |P| g i CLASSICAL COLLECTION SAMPLER^^^ t/MC'DDCCAT flCON) 5 , , CLOSER TO ALL YOUR DREAMS Network NWKITI 40 (Pi q , , HEARTUNDS OinoDINtV37(P| 
g < DISCOVER THE CLASSICS VOL.1 CD.B0XD 2VMC.Box

P
c

Cj° gig g l 2 DOES THIS HURH/BOOI FOREVER c,ea|l0ncREl28IT)IPI 10 ca^H0"08 Mule STUMM 96 (RTMrPl 
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13- KSp^ets'walton he^^KS^S 13 '• a fASF™?YMPH0NY T00 Profile-IPROFT 3661 IP) 5 , WAYNE'S WORLD-OST Reprise /bBBZW^jUWI 
14 » VOUR HUNDRED BEST TUNES 1, CO:a258482,MC;4268^ 14 rr 7 pS,?™ M0UTH OneUttle Indian61TP7161TP12) IP) 5 „ APPETITE FOR DESTRUCTION 
igN[w CHOPIN: PIANO MUSIC CD WHS tOOAMC ^flW IPKI 15- 1 ffil°nEn?0Y HolvGhos, (HG006„SRDI 2 NEW THE CRIMSON IDOL CDPCSDUffPSCDUS 
1C ELGAR VIOUN CONCERTO .... ID " Kennedy.HandlevtLPO CO.EMX2I)58.MC:TCEMX2058IEI 16 It s THE DROWNERS/TO THE BIRDS NudeNUD,s|NUD,T)|RTM,P1 0 10 ADRENALIZE Bludgeon R^5r097W^F| 
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18 .. rSHPSJNATRANCE OneL,n,e,nd,an70TP7,70TP,2„P, 
19- -fflffio'n1' Warp -(WAP21)(PI *| QNEIV A SINGLES COLLECTION CDEWTOEMDra 

ii . SOUTHERN HARMONY.. 0elAm 5«263M^oi 2Q ii DUETS FROM FAMOUS OPERAS CD.CFp^ggiMG-TGCFP«98lU 
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22- ?JdC
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The brand new, fuly updated UK Music Industry address book. Over 8,000 entries covering record companies, music publishers, distribution, media, pressing, recording studios, promoters, venues, lawyers, merchandisers, booking agents... in fact everyone in the business of music. 
This essentiai reference book includes names, 
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personnel conveniently organised for ease of 
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(+£7 p & p overseas) 
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ANALYSIS 

Second coming of Jacko 

fires up Epic's sales push 
The Sony label is aiming to convert Jacko-mania into sales, writes Martin Talbot 
The sound of heavenly choirs which heralded Michael Jack- son's arrival at his Heathrow press conference last week brought to mind visions of the second coming. While it wasn't quite a relig- ious experience, the enthusi- asm of the 200-strong press corps was suitably fervent. Already the front page head- lines and ever-growing column inches are mounting with the first of Jackson's eight UK dates still four weeks away, on July 30. And on Saturday, the open- ing night in Munich of Jack- son's 42-date, flOOm grossing tour of Europe was beamed to televisions in 25 countries across the world under a unique deal struck with syndi- cation company Radio Vision. It's a level of coverage most pop stars would die for. But to his UK record label Epic, turn- ing Jacko-mania into record sales is still a challenge. The label's marketing direc- tor Kit Buckler says: "This is an enormous opportunity for us because there is so much in- terest out there already. But there are plenty of things we can do ourselves." Just as Warner has used Prince's European tour to re- vive sales on his Diamonds & Pearls album, Sony knows what sales benefits a high-pro- file tour can bring to an other- 

Hindsight also helps. Sony is lucky to be able to draw on the experience of Michael Jackson's first solo shows, the Pepsi-sponsored Bad tour in 1988, and the Rolling Stones Urban Jungle tour, backed by Budweiser, two years later. Ever since the idea for the Dangerous European Tour was conceived, Sony UK has been integrally involved in its planning. Now the tour is underway, Sony UK's corporate affairs di- rector Jonathan Morrish will accompany Jackson as his per- sonal communications and li- aison man. Even the tour bus's stock of Gloria Estefan, David Bowie and Mariah Carey videos and CDs have been hand-picked at Soho Square. It has also meant a close re- lationship between Epic, tour sponsor Pepsi and promoter Barry dayman Concerts. Pepsi in particular is de- 
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A NIGHT IN MUNICH 

xtraprdinary, writes Stave 'edmond, and inMpnich on y :'> aturday, Jackson really did not lake the grade. The opening night of his 32-datG uropean tour was a lacklustre flair which was poorly paced and suffered indifferent sound. ■They were problems which the atmosphere of a smaller venue might have glossed over, but on a 26ttfeet-wide stage in the middle of an Olympic stadium there's nowhere to hide, Sony UK executives are . confident that Jackson will be well itridebythetimehis235 person enteuraoe arrivesJiilohdon i JjfPO. They recall similar ething troubles with the Bad tour. This time they hove the problem, however, that Dangerous is simply good an album as its predecessors, a point reinforced by the omission of both of the two .... lo'cent singles — Remember The Time and In The Closet—from the 20-song set. Of course there were highlights; ptflfe Jean, Bad, Thriller and She's Jut Of My Life are among the finest rop songs ever. That's why, even fit doesn't shift Dangerous, this Our should generate major catalogue sales for Sony. 
Live and Dangerous: 
lighted. Its tour co-ordinator Robert Dodds, managing di- rector of Broadcast Innova- tions, says, "The way this has worked out, it has already been far more successful than any other tour we've been in- volved in." Although the collaboration includes such simple gestures as putting the Pepsi logos on all the concert publicity, the 

ith Pepsi and Barry dayman Concerts boost Epic's campaign 
the album towards its platinum UK rec Yorkshire and STV regions. Another 60-second commer- cial bringing the Dangerous album sleeve to life will go on air later this month. Also available as a 30-second edited version, it features the next Jackson single, Who Is It? (out on July 6) as its soundtrack. Robert Dodds says, "Al- though it's a Pepsi commer- cial, it looks like an ad for the  ir_. Dangerous album. Epic are paign. Using market research happy and 

After the tour, three extra platinum discs to its total. At the Bad tour's peak, the publicity also gave Jackson four Top 50 albums: Bad, Thriller, OfTThe Wall and Sty- lus Music's The Michael Jack- son Mix. 

conducted for Epic by agency 
label have worked closely t( plan the campaign together. The initial three-week r " 

Epic is determined to use Jackson's high profile to sell back catalogue this time as promotion, to- well. On August 3 it is releas- ing a limited edition boxed set of four CDs, each featuring three tracks from one of Jack- son's four albums. The label's push in conjunc- tion with Barry Clayman — which features TV ads, posters on buses, hoardings, bus shel- ters and railway stations 

This 
m single, includes a Jackson t-out which doubles as point sale for retailers — Epic 

where Jackson plays — will include a print ad campaign highlighting his earlier ma- 
With media attention inevi- tably focusing on Michael Jackson, the phenomenon and enigma, it is vital for Epic to restate what the superstar is all about — music. Paul O'Grady of DPA says, "The campaign will start after the first gigs. While the press is reporting them, the ads will remind people that there are records out there as well." One of the label's toughest tasks is simply to feed the in- satiable appetite for a piece of the Jackson magic. As Buckler confirms, "All we can do is try to create something for every- 
The result is a co-promotion with publisher Doubleday, whose spin-off book of Jack- son's poetry, Dancing The Dream, has been held back to capitalise on the Jackson hul- labaloo. Promoted on the Who Am I? picture bag the book will plug the Dangerous album on its 
Even Virgin Vision, • whose unauthorised video, made up of home video clips from 10 years ago, is running a co-pro- motion for the tour, offering tickets in a launch competition. Buckler admits it is tempt- ing to consider any publicity to be good publicity, until the press begins to turn on Jack- 
But in the last few months, the first signs have emerged of the backlash the artist has so far managed to avoid. Epic's attempts to rebut suggestions that Dangerous, despite sell- ing 1.4m copies in the UK, is Jackson's first flop album have continued to fall on stoney ground. And the label is faced with a UK press increasingly ob- sessed with the artist's plastic surgery and apparently bi- zarre behaviour, typified by the Daily Mirror's 'scarface' front page lead last Wednes- 
This detrimental coverage may not have become a prob- lem Yet. Epic must simply battle to ensure that, if a back- lash does begin in earnest, it does not stop Jackson selling more records. 
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JAZZ 

Harry Connick Junior: very much at the forefront of jazz with youth appeal, while Bheki Mseleku represents new directions 

JAZZ IT UP 
Jazz may have retained a solid market foothold, but the great leap forward 
still beckons. The trick is to exploit the genre's rich past, but with a vanguard 
of newer, younger acts. Mark Sinker takes a look at the current state of play 
While Jazz FM failed to make its mark, 1992 has provided mixed signals for the music. Gates on live shows are up and crucially, so are record sales. Jazz as pop-fashion may have dated, but its presence in clubland is bigger than ever. Antilles, which five years ago was Island's (and the UK's) new jazz flagship has now returned to New York (to be distributed through PolyGram) while buyouts and cutbacks loom industry-wide. Yet on the plus side New Note, one of the largest independent jazz distributors — handling BCM, GRP JMT, Concord and others is about to increase its staff. Meanwhile GRP, jazz-fusion home of Chick Corea, is now fleshed out with MCA's old back catalogue labels Impulse and Decca (US) and MCA appears to recognise that, if the right people are handling it, jazz can work. Things are hard with consumers rationing their luxuries. And times are harder for many young acts — key figures in new British jazz such as Andy Sheppard and Steve Williamson are both currently 
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without labels. "In recession," says Richard Cook, newly appointed head of jazz at PolyGram and former editor of The Wire, "jazz goes back to the bottom of the pile." Yet Ronnie Jordan has just given Island a chart hit. And, bypassing all the usual means of catching industry attention, the little independent label World Circuit has just scored a coup by signing the talented and long-overlooked composer-musician Bheki Mseleku, a South African exile. The main magazine outlets for jazz coverage — Jazz Journal, The Wire, Straight No Chaser and Jazz (formerly Jazz FM) — might not be able to agree a common definition of the word (variously campaigning for its classic, club- dance and experimental modes), but they complement one another, and seem to have consolidated their respective readerships. Jazz on television remains 
ghetto-spots on radio and national newspaper review page; are more beleaguered than ever. And though Kiss FM has taken up some of the slack, the promise 

of Jazz FM has faded with its broad music mix. But BMG's product manager Jo Kennedy (looking after RCA Bluebird and Novus) puts even this setback in perspective: "We've done really quite well this year. Whether Jazz FM's there or not hasn't affected us, apparently." New Note's Eddie Wilkinson concurs; the 20% increase in jazz sales that Jazz FM originally helped effect has not disappeared even though the station's true jazz output has so markedly decreased. It's as if the original theory has proved true after all; that many people who would like the sound are put off by the name — that once they heard it, they would come to it, and they'd stay. Nowhere is this confused picture harder to read than in the vexed question of back catalogue; how much it dominates sales, and — more controversially — how much it ought to. A potential new jazz-buyer, walking into a store, is more likely to bet on the wide range of vintage classic releases on CD format rather than risk money on someone new and 

The old has a built in advantage — and of course it's cheap to put out with no production costs. While recognition of the importance of new material seems to be widespread, the question remains, is it being properly developed? "For us this has been the year of the live act," says Jo Kennedy. Her Novus acts such as Jason Rebello, Christopher Hollyday, Steve Coleman and James Moody have made a strong showing at Ronnie Scott's and other clubs which has done much to raise 
Blue Note has similarly demonstrated a healthy commitment to new talent. American Kevin Eubanks was brought over for live dates earlier in the year to coincide with the release of his Turning Point album, while UK acts Orphy Robinson and Tommy Smith gig regularly. Smith is currently recording his fourth album for the label which will be released in the autumn on the back of thoughtful marketing and promotion. On the whole, Blue Note's catalogue is more recent than most of the majors but with 

In the face of accusations that Jazz FM has diluted the jazz content of its programming, programme controller Graeme Moreland says, "Jazz FM was licensed to incorporate jazz and associated forms such as blues, rhythm and blues, soul, Latin, Afro and Caribbean. "In reality jazz forn i the largest part of the station's mix, both in our daytime output and at evenings and weekends. Jazz only shows include Dinner 
every night except Sunday, Campbell 
Sunday trad show and a new contemporary show — Jazz '92 
Saturdays." 



JAZZ 
Bob Fisher, MD of Sequel Records, says, "Radio and television are 

beginning U is the balance. In last two months The Daily Mirror and Today have 

plenty of older Blue Note artists still active to complement it. "In the US 70% of our sales are mid-price," says EMI marketing manage)- Tony Harlow, "and only 30% full price with new artists." In the UK the split is more like 75:25. At the same time EMI has a new project to counteract the trend — a threeway tie-up with Technics and Camden Council to encourage young British talent, the Pyrotechnics compilation. However, Sony, whose jazz catalogue is largely drawn from the legends of the past (the Columbia and Epic back catalogues), is more cautious. Barry Hatcher, director of special marketing says, "It's only possible to do justice to a limited roster. The marketplace is saturated. You have to justify a release by picking artists with 
Newcomers can't compete with the magnificent ghosts of Sony's Jazz Masterpieces series — such as Thelonius Monk, Charles Mingus and Dave Brubeck. Its best-known "young" faces, the Marsalis Brothers, are of incalculable Importance in the revival of the current fortunes of jazz, but they've been on the scene for a decade (perhaps tellingly, it was Novus which won out to sign a third Marsalis brother, Delfeayo). The example of successful indie World Circuit may be an exception; for the moment the 

through the majors, nurtured by informed, committed A&R troubleshooters who understand the demands of art and 
There's reason to believe former Wire editor Richard Cook, recently arrived as head of jazz at PolyGram (in charge of Verve, Limelight and possibly Antilles among others) will be another one of these. "Promotion and identity of both back catalogue and current artists is often poorly coordinated and ill-thought out. Jazz still has all too few good press-fi-iendly managers and promoters," he 
He suggests ways new acts might begin to edge ahead of back catalogue. Working musicians create their own context, their own justification — they rarely need scholarly explanation, the way the less famous figures of the past do. Proven musicians have to be recognised as long-term investments, he suggests. Certainly things are greatly changed from the early Eighties, when hugely important figures like Dizzy Gillespie and Count Basie were out in the cold. One revolutionary way towards this might be Tony Harlow's suggestion: in a perfect world, he argues, young artists would be priced low, classics higher. "Jazz underprices itself," he says. "Classical jazz is a giveaway at midprice." It's a long shot, unlikely to 

1. THE ANTIDOTE Ronnie Jordan 2. MR LUCKY John Lee Hooker 3. BLUE LIGHT, RED LIGHT Harry Connick Jnr 1. WE ARE IN LOVE Harry Connick Jnr 5. CROSSROADS - O.S.T. Ry Cooder 5, THE HEALER John Lee Hooker 7. THE BEST OF DONALD BYRD Donald Byrd 8 .CHARLY BLUES MASTER WORKS Various 9, DAMN RIGHT, I'VE GOTTHE BLUES Buddy Guy 10 THE BEST OF JOHN LEE HOOKER John Lee Hooker 
Compiled by ERA from statistics supplied by Gallup based on sales 8.6.92. 

Island Silvertone Columbia Columbia Warner Bros Silvertone Blue Note Charly Silvertone Music Club 

Corea; stalwart jazz-fusio 
happen i 

Back catalogue forms a grounding, but it cannot by itself nurture growth. The most triv' ' shifts in underground fashion 

.ainstay at the GRP label 
have done more to keep the music alive than all the dusty archives in the world. Miles Davis is one proof of that; another is simply the history of the last 10 years. _   In hard times. live and living trivial music has a glamour that the classics lack. !H 
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hot time for cool music 

Stan Getz * Joe Henderson * Ella Fitzgerald 
Gil Evans * Lee Konitz * Oscar Peterson * Louis Armstrong * Dizzy 

Gillespie » Charlie Parker * McCoy Tyner * Billie Holiday . Count Basie * 
Dinah Washington * Justin Robertson . John McLaughlin * Betty Carter ♦ Bud 
Powell ♦ Clifford Brown * Helen Merrill ♦ Ben Webster * Buddy De Franco * 
Louis Jordan * The Harper Brothers . Benny Goodman * Django Reinhardt * 
Anita O'Day . Gene Krupa . Sonny Stitt * Charlie Haden * Joe Williams ♦ Nat 
'King' Cole . Justin Robertson * Shirley Horn * Stanley Turrentine * Chick Corea 
* Art Porter . Freddie Hubbard * Gerry Mulligan . Max Roach * Benny Carter * 
Stephen Scott . Art Blakey * Mel Torme . Sarah Vaughan * Buddy Rich * 
Ricardo silveira * Mel Lewis.. . some of our worthy constituents 

Talk to your Polygram Classics & Jazz representative on 081 746 5289 

: 
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JAZZ 

An old liead on 

young shoulders 

Jazz retailers, grateful for classic vintage material, still 
see the need for a more youthful image. By Karen Faux 
Jazz may have come a long way stylistically since the Fifties, but according to veteran independent retailer Ray Smith, the market for the music has hardly changed at all. "Then it was only older, affluent people who could afford to buy the records because they were much more expensive in relation to what people earned," says Smith, owner of Ray's Jazz Shop in London. Today it's the lack of really young protagonists and the sheer weight of the music's heritage that retains the market's specialist slant. When acts such as Ronnie Jordan and Harry Connick Junior are touted as having youth appeal it generally means their audience is 25 years upwards. That's no bad thing in itself but it does present retailers with a challenge when it comes to providing the right environment and depth of product to satisfy older, discerning consumers. For specialist jazz and classical distributor Koch, independent jazz shops are the most important outlet for its product on labels such as Candid, Black Lion and Mainstream. General manager Klemens Kundratitz says, "Smiths, Our Price and Boots all give less shelf space to jazz than to classical. Jazz has a way to go before it catches up," With their extensive repertoire knowledge, it's the independent stores which take a real interest in generating sales for small specialist labels. London based shops such as Ray's Jazz Shop and Mole Jazz have built powerful 

9k Count Basic: classic material available through Sequel 
reputations as places where real enthusiasts go. At Ray's Jazz which has been trading from London's West End for the past 10 years, vinyl often outsells CD; Blue Note's double album Breakbeats is a recent case in point. Owner Ray Smith says, "There seems to be a younger audience for jazz of the Fifties and Sixties. Artists like Art Blakey and Miles Davis are particularly popular on vinyl." Targeting promotions at both jazz and dance specialist stores has proved successful for Beechwood Music's Jazz Funk Mastercuts series. While 

Mastercuts manager Ian Dewhirst identifies the core market as 30-50 year olds, he feels there is an overlap with the rap and rave areas of the dance 
"Samples on dance singles have helped create awareness of this sort of jazz," he says. "Two of the tracks on the current Jazz Funk Mastercuts Volume 3 were sampled by Jazzy Jeff And The Fresh Prince last year." But on the whole dance music's connection with jazz has not impacted mainstream sales. Despite jazz programming on Kiss FM, the ci 

Breaking through the French window 
French company Milan Records is banking on carefully thought-out co-promotions to effectively position its new label Milan Jazz in the UK and US as well as m its home territory. The label was created earlier this year as a vehicle for recordings from the Hot Ulub de France — the Paris based society which championed the cause of American and French jazz in the Thirties. The first 12 titles m Rt'8 mid-price series are 

available here this week. In France, Virgin Retail's three biggest megastores in Paris, Marseille and Bordeaux 
co-promotion which includes featuring the product on listening posts and special branded racking. Anyone who buys two CDs in the series gets a free CD sampler featuring boogie woogie pianists Memphis Slim and Paul Manerou. UK marketing manager Liz Loyer says, "While Hot Club 

de France already has quite high awareness in France we're hoping that UK stores will be equally enthusiastic about getting involved in promotions." Meanwhile the first batch of releases include Memphis Slim - Live At The Hot Club, Earl Hines — Basin Street Blues, Louis Armstrong — Blueberry Hill and Coleman Hawkins — Disorder At The Border. Distinctive blue packaging 

IS VERY PROUD TO ANNOUNCE THE LAUNCH OF IT'S "HOT CLUB DE FRANCE" CATALOGUE IN THE UK 
A WEALTH OF PREVIOUSLY UNISSUED MATERIAL ON CD FROM SOME OF THE JAZZ GREATS, WHICH UNTIL NOW HAS BEEN RESIDING IN THE VAULTS OF "THE HOT CLUB" 

CD CH 387 1 CD CH 546 I CD CH 550 I CD CH 551 

CD CH 346 MEMPHIS SLIM LIVEATTHEHOT CLUB SISTER ROSETTA THARPE PETE JOHNSON KING OF BOOGIE WILLIE SMITH ECHOES OF SPRING COLEMAN HAWKINS DISORDER AT THE 
LOUIS ARMSTRONG BLUEBERRY HILL EARL HINES BASIN STREET BLUES ALBERT AMMONS MASTER OF BOOGIE ETHEL WATERS CABIN IN THE SKY JIMMIE NOONE NEWORLEANS DUKE ELLINGTON (VIDEO) 

CD 873012 CD 873108 CD 873110 MV 0062 
COMING SOON BILL COLEMAN LOUIS ARMSTRONG (VIDEO) 

(Rra) IS SOMETHIN' ELSE 
• charlie barnet : roy hargrove i 
• cb tint basilS STEVE COt-EMAM | • tommy dorsey 

MITCHEL FORMAN | 

• duke ellington delfeayo marsalis i 
• irenny goodman 
• erskine hawkms 
• woody herman 

PETER ERSKINE [ 

NINA SIMONE 
niSVLJS 
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JAZZ 

Kensington 
London, store manager Stev 

The Brand New Heavies. Japanese imports of Fifties Verve and Blue Note albums brought in by Tower's 
subsidiary MTS 

the mostsl 

ts for 4% of sales in 
Sn/SS bit'to'createej 

gzsstsu v&BBB i an in-store PA by Pyrotechnic Project mot 

only way to increase jazz's market share is to give retailers the 

ZYX-MUSIC PROUDLY PRESENTS 

MILESTONES FROM THE PAST + JAZZ FOR A NEW DIMENSION 
Documents Of Musical History Produced by Creed Taylor 

DISK trio 

more than 50 CD RELEASES TO FOLLOW ■ ASK FOR FREE CATALOGUE 
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DEALER CHECKLIST: HOT TIPS FOR SOLID SALES back up. New Note director Graham GrifTiths explains: "Stores will profit from being an ECM dealer by being listed in generic ads that will appear in national magazines and papers." Distributors and retailers agree that the lack of a budget market is still the missing link for jazz. Klemens Kundratitz says, 'The emergence of a strong budget market has helped increase classical music's market share and it could do the same for 
That puts the ball back into the court of the major record companies. Perhaps now is the time to despatch jazz's elitest  image once and for all. WB 

COURTNEY PINE: Closer to Home. Island. Dealer price £7.29. Originally released in 1990 this is a stronger remixed version aimed at the American market. A hectic live schedule this summer promises to keep Pine's visibility high — so expect this one to shift. STEVE LACY: Live At Sweet Basil. Novus. Dealer price: £7.99. American — but Paris based — soprano saxophonist Lacy has built a solid reputation here on the basis of a steady string of live visits and releases. KEVIN EUBANKS; Turning Point. Blue Note. Dealer price: 

£7.56. Well known in the US through his GRP albums this debut on Blue Note is now bolstering his profile in the UK. Audiences got their first taste of his mellow guitar style when he visited in the spring. SUNRA: Hallucinogenic World. ZYX. Dealer price: £4.99. This promises to be a best seller in ZYX's new ESP range launched last month which features avant garde jazz of the Sixties, THE APOSTLES; Acid Jazz. Dealer price: £7.29. Fronted by British saxophonist John Willmott, The Apostles combine 

soul and jazz with complete conviction on this their debut for the label. Positive reviews in Vox, Echoes and City Limits bode well for sales. COUNT BASIE AND HIS ORCHESTRA LIVE: (Three CD set). Sequel Records. Dealer price: £12.99. Another immaculate collection from box set specialist Sequel that earned enthusiastic reviews in national newspapers and magazines when it was released in the spring. Don't be put off by the fact it has been around since then; this sort of product has guaranteed longevity. 

r—ill 

v/A7/A 
M n 1 n 

THE FINEST IN JAZZ SINCE 1 988 

from 27th july: ACID JAZZ, MO'JAZZ (LP/CD/MC 51] |A<ID| 
featuring THE BRAND NEW HEAVIES. SNOWBQY, ITTTl 
THE NEW JERSEY KINGS. OHM and more 
jazz releases still availabe: 
RITMQ SNOWBO - SNOWBOY CJAZID LP/CD 19] 
mind how you go - the beaujolais band (JAZID LP/CD 24] 
the APOSTLES - THE APOSTLES cjazid lp/cd 32) 
PARTY TO THE BUS STOP - THE NEW JERSEY KINGS (JAZID LP/CD 33) 
ACID JAZZ- JAZZ - VARIOUS ARTISTS (jazid LP/CD 36) 
DESCARGO MAMBITO - SNOWBOY CJAZID LP/CD 40) 
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CLASSIFIED 

APPOINTMENTS 

xs 
MUTE SONG 

GENERAL MANAGER 
Mute Song, a part of Mute Records Group, publishes some of the most talented artists in music, including Nick Cave & The Bad Seeds, Nitzer Ebb, Fortran 5, Renegade Soundwave, 

Crime & The City Solution, Diamanda Galas and Barry Adamson. 
The expansion of our operation calls for the hiring of a general manager who will have primary responsibility for developing the careers 

of the writers and in selectively broadening our publishing roster. 
The general manager will also oversee direct society memberships in Europe and a substantial sub-publishing relationship with Windswept Pacific in the US. 

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION WRITE TO WILLIAM FOUNTAIN AT MUTE RECORDS, 429 HARROW ROAD, LONDON W10 4RE 

P.A./LA6EL PROWIOTIOW Established independent industrial-techno label requires person to assist with label promotion and general PA, duties. Working knowledge of bands like FRONT 242/YOUNG GODS/MINISTRY and understanding of rock scene in general, helpful. 
LABEL MANAGER,TUSTON HOUSE BUSINESS CENTRE, 81 -103 EUSTON STREET, LONDON NW1 2ET 
PRESS/P.R. ASSISTANT 
Well established independent met o assist with a wide variety of pron ress and P.R. experience in the fiel 

CORPORATE HOSPITALITY 

MICHAEL JACKSON 
WEMBLEY STADIUM THURSDAY, 30 JULY & FRIDAY, 21 AUGUST 

• Reserved table in Grandstand Restaurant • Champagne reception on arrival • 4-course silver service dinner, wine, liqueurs • Complimentary bar throughout evening • Reserved seat in the VIP enclosure • Souvenir programme and car parking etc 
£225 per person. £99 package also available 

RBA — 0494 472276 
BUSINESS TO BUSINESS 

I r I re: The Recording Group PLC T/A Tape One Studios 
CD MASTERING, DISC CUTTING 

AND AUDIO POST 
PRODUCTION EQUIPMENT 

■file, Sony DAT recorders and DRD duplicators, 
FOR SALE BY PRIVATE TREATY 

EDWARD SYfVi 1VIONS 

ICta.Hffl.Urkl.H 

Are you tired of 
the price of 

Compact Discs? If so, please call 0222 472323/473670 

CAN YOU SHARE A VISION? 

FOR SALE 
CONTENTS OF 
RECORD SHOP 

PREMISES AVAILABLE 
businessfefO to filf500 sq! ft 

El property. Occupation from September. Contact Broken Lives or 081503 0415 
DYNAMIC TRIO !!! LILITH DEL RAY, MARASCHINO RED 

id 
MUSIC 
SYSfIMS 

CASSETTE DUPLICATION QUALITY ATHIQHSPEED S 
HXPRO. MASTERINQ - PLUS ALL AUDIO CASSETTE SERVICES 

ACCURATE SOUND LTD. 

TO ADVERTISE IN THIS SPACE 
CALL SAUL 071-620 3636 EXT 5467 
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Remember where you heard it: 
After Friday's Nordoff-Robbins 
Silver Clef lunch, congratulations to: De£-Le_pp.ard — who received their 
SilverClef award frocoj^lton John 
just hours before his Wembley show 
with Eric Clapton; Right Said Fred, 
who picked up the Levi-sponsored Original Talent Award; HMV International award winners INXS 
and Alan "Fluff Freeman who received a special award from George 
Martin. The highlight of the auction, 
which raised £141,500, was Steve 
Mason's £11,000 pay out for dinner 
for two with Dudley Moore in LA and 
Robin Godfrey-Cass was chuffed 
with the MW front page he got for 
£5,500 . . . Among the witty party 
name tags sported by all the guests 
at Phonogram's party for Ed Eckstein and his Mercury USA staff 
on Thursday, Phonogram MD David 
Clipsham was labelled "UK God". 
One wonders if Obie agrees . . . 
Talking of name tags, rumour 
abounded among the UK delegation 
at NMS that BPI director of press 
Jeremy Silver was shocked to 
discover his delegate pass bore the 
legend "Jeremy Saliva". Not true, he 
objects, "I'm no lickspittle; it actually 
said 'Sliver' "... In a week of changes 
in Arista's domestic marketing 
department, BMG international 
marketing director Chrissie 
According to MTV, this 

DOOLEY'S DIARY 

why it's called Zoo TV. 

Sexual Suicide, the Brit school band that won the Panasonic Audio Rock School competition in April, look uncharacteristically somhre, i( not sui- cidal on being presented with their £3,51)0 cheque by Obie at their school last week. More important than the cheque was the tip the BPI chairman imparted to the would-be slats: "make sure you're in the centre of the photo so when they crop the picture to publish it you're in it." Nearly slipped up on this one though, Obie ... 
Harwood is leaving too. She's off on 
a three-month sabbatical and will 
return with responsibility for RCA 
and its associated labels only . . . 
Talking of RCA, I apparently did 
Take That A&R man Nick Raymond 
a disservice in crediting Korda 
Marshall with their recent single. On 
the contrary in fact, Marshall actually 
made a bet that the single wouldn't 
reach the Top 20 , . . Despite his 
bemused state, Keith Lowde was in 
fine spirits following his quick 
departure at MCPS. "I've had so many 
phone calls from people. If ever you 
want to feel good, get yourself thrown 
out. It's been great" . . . Those MCA 
job hunters David Bower and John 
Roy can be found on 081 392 9033 
and 081 452 4476 respectively . . . 
Despite the disappearance of Simon 
Joiner, the Music Bizz football 
league has drawn to a close under the 
watchful eye of Mark Caswell with 
Vinyl Solution emerging as 
champions. In the knockout tournie, 
Big Life did over EMI Music 4-3. The 
league returns on September 8. For 
details phone Caswell on 081 874 
6715 . . . Congratulations to Demon 
Records' head of press Spike Hyde, 
whose wife Lisa has given birth to a 
61b 2oz baby Richard Rocliffe Hyde 
. . . Sad to hear of the death of 
legendary Scottish retailer Robin 
Stevens of Edinburgh's Rae 

Mackintosh store last Monday at the 
age of 62. We have him to thank for 
plugging one of Polydor MD Jimmy 
Devlin's first bands and putting him 
on the road to executive status . . . 
Devlin reckons Polydor is in its 
finest form for many a year after 
three number one albums in the 
last two months. And there's more to 
come, he predicts, with potential chart 
toppers from Cathy Dennis and 
Jason Donovan, not to mention a top 
secret smash greatest hits from the 
Polydor vaults . . . Retailer Adrian 
Rondeau would like to thank WH 
Smith for helping in his campaign 
against multiple stores' exclusive 
video titles. Usually Adrian buys 

Michael Jackson certainly knows how to spring a surprise — are hack in, it seems. Oh well at least it makes a change from those gold lame g-slrings. Mike has apparently pulled the snorkel parka (re- member them?) from his wardrobe and dusted it off in preparation for one of Britain's famously cold summers — he's touring here later this month. The lovely pic actually comes from the new Doubleday book of poems and "reflections" Dancing The Dream out next Monday. In it, Michael also dresses up as Nelson and Julius Caesar. 
them up and sells them for the same 
price. "Now they are giving two quid 
off some I can even make a profit on 
them, it's great," beams the 
opportunist Rondeau . . . 
Independent On Sunday reader 
Tony McGuinness has been getting 
so peeved with the paper's 
'Campaign for cheaper CDs' the WEA 
marketing director now suggests a 
new crusade: "I'm thinking of 
starting a campaign against naive 
journalists," he says . . . Slapped 
wrists for Woolworth in Evesham, 
which was caught selling a copy of the 
Carter single the Sunday before it 

Bmsic week BMWMi ® ^ ^Incorporating Record Mirror^ ^ ^ ^ 
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f* ANDREW 

LLOYD WEBBER'S 

(Friends For Life) 

JOSE CARRERAS SARAH BRIGHTMAN 

THE 

OFFICIAL THEME 

OF 

THE BARCELONA 

1992 GAMES 

Released Today 
!S| 7" RUR 10 • Cass RURCS 10 • CD RURCD 10 

^ Order from Polygram, 081 590 6044 


